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Forty-two youngsters at the Lazelle Pre-School may not have a 
place to play together in January because of severe financial 
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Pre-school : 
faces closure 
by Donna Valileres come about $500 under schoolers is $40 a month, 
operating expenses. Total and the pre-school has 
Herald Staff Writer expenses inc luding used up its bank balance, 
Lozelle Pre-School in slaaries, rent, tlelphone, donations and summer 
Terrace may close at the child care expenses and grants and is now facing 
end of the year because of administration areabout a deficit situation. ." 
lack of provincial fun- $2,500. The school is caught in 
ding. Even if the school were the dilemma of either 
The school will have to enrolled to the 50-children limping along or rais~g 
close its doors to the 42 capacity, income would fees which would put ~he 
children who attend still be about $200 short parents in a bind, +etch 
programs there "unless each month, stated. 
some reliable financial The supervisor, Mary "It's so ad hoc," the 
support can be secured," McNarinay, volunteered chairman said. "A school 
according to Lyle Petch, to belaid-off so the school should have assured 
chairman of the could make it through the funding to keep it going" 
management board for year, but the other two rather than relying on 
the pro-school, staff members will be extra funds which should 
Peteh has written a given notice on Dec. 1. be used to compliment 
letter to deputy manager The beard of existing programs. :- 
Marolyn Dohl of the management considered Right now the school is 
Ministry of Human a fee increase and ap- "limping from financial 
Resources in Victoria proached the parents crisis to financial crisis," 
stating that the school about his, but discovered Peteh added. 
will close on Dec. 31 most of the parents could The biggest problem is 
unless provincial not afford an increase, that the provincial 
financialsupport can be Currently, 30 of the government puts pz.e. 
assured, registered 41 children are schools and day care 
The fee structure which from families on social centres at a very 10w 
allows $40 per month per assistance, andevena $I0 priority, Peteh said, 
child hasremainedstatic a month increase for despite much "lip str- 
for the last four years, parents on social vice...paid to the idea 
Perch stated, and the assistance is "pretty  that children are Our 
school cannot continue to substantial," Peteh said. greatest resource." " 
Lazelle Pre-School has This financial distress operate under that figure. 
"The situation has been in operation since of pre-school and day 
reached the point whre 1071, and was able to care centres is helping nil 
we wilrbe operating with meet expenses until the over the province, Peteh 
an overdrawn account by funding guidelines were stated. 
the end of December," he changed in April, 1976. "Governments at all 
said. Since 1976, the levels don't put a high 
Right now the school is maximum foe the priority on pre-sehools or 
short of their enrollment provincial government pre-scheel education," 
figure which leaves in- will subsidize for" pre- the chairman added. 
Council supports : 
Weewanie Camp :, 
-~Pro i~ lemk'~h 'o~r~ae~d ........ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ by Donna Vallleres type of crime involving a Residents of the 
~*~|  ty • ~ herald Staff Writer much more expensive Terrace Community 
~eep the  fac l l l  go ing ,  government action to 
Ba te de f Duls B C, Tel/" ' '  g Society, which runs Muir stated, develop Ferrylslandinto 
• , ~ z n / ~  zn  . .  p ot project run at ' r 1 '1  rs  ~. ,ce  e x  iox l  o • Weewanie Camp near  The il " a parkandcampsite Kitlmat, asked for and the ,'urn,, ",~ . . . .  * The workers plan 
• L received a letter of summe~ w~ ~,,,'"°o,~" clear out underbrush, 
• ] , " !  "1 support from Terrace tho ,,,,,~o,,,, . . . .  ~.,~., remove unwanted trees 
. . . .  b em loees  to be . . . . . . . .  J ov  . . . . .  ~,,, VANCOUVER (C~) -  mgn up the Bunun Y P JY IT r l f~ l lT  CTd"~7]F~4:T r lg 'yg '~ council last night to said and aceo,~in a o, and cut them up for use at 
The bartenders '  union workers, including those represented by Local 40. t4pv 'k Jg ,4so  J~x .~g~ g~ v ' t ,~ , ,~t ,  continue their nrolect . . . .  -' . . . . .  "" "~. "" the camnsite, clan .or- 
0 ..... ' • ~ . . . .  ' ~ ~ ,- J em'~y pmnau0n omcer " "- ~, ..... ,~ could face expulsion from wh have co~.~.ued to V~ctor Wels!i sazd 14 ,~  ~ " ' . , ,  • .nextxear.  ~n,~t~ th~ ,^,,,h wh~ namen--t~ • trees .... and 
Federation of Labor if it line~ ket"'up "by  tl ie the bartehdei 's '  iinidn: ~ .~ Y lY f ) ]P ' *~ Att0mey-Generars sho~wn som~"~,,~,'~7:: scaping and other *wbrx 
does not withdraw its striking Service, Office including seven non- Department asking for results which can be done by 
application to represent and Retail Workers' ~^-. : . . .~ . . . .  funding to operate the . " ~ hand. 
workers at the strike- Union of Canada ~.~wu~.memoers  woo VANCOUVER (CP) -  The company rejected camn for four months weewaniet;amp Arno Brenner. senior 
ha,~ ,©,.~-,ed ot , , , ,k  , "- row es " bound Bimini neigh- (SORWUC). ~'-~^ "^ o~rike be-an Tne_/relecommunication Hall s report,  mainly next summer, p _ 'd diversion and corrections officer at the 
berhood pub, says the "~- - r 'ED MA--'RITY ~-y© .~,~ o, ~ worxers • union is became of his failure to "This is a matter of r ~n .. a Ul i i t ~ centre, explained that the 
federation. ~'~,,~'ov~ an o,,,,~ie~ 1 oo* ucc..^~.o,..two new em~ preparedto rec.ommend recon~mend changes in some urgency," ac- jevenuesl4. . tol7whoa.re c ntre does not have very-. 
• ~,,--. ~,, -vt,-,- . ,-- t,-uy~, ,.~,~ o-,~= v~,. a return m worx ov " • ~,,, ~ ,+ ,,. o ,. , , ~. .~. -  ,^ ,~ .~.  z,..., reterrea mrou~h tim too.,,, ^ ^l~ o.,,~ ~,. t,...4,,,~,: 
Federation sources ~ '~ '  *" ~°  ~ ~"" ' "  '~ . ,A ~;..o r,,,..,,o, . . . . . .  ' . - .  . , . Iu ~,-." . . . . . .  . ,.,,-,,-,~ -,  ,.,o,, ,,,u~, . . . .  0.- ...-,.~,,,~,oo,,u,,o-,,,,w~,. ~:i'-'~,,~:o"" ~ ' , ,~- ' -~ ,  ~o,~'~ ' .  ~"~.  ""::;~,', m,wo smxmg memuers clause, oresident of the society, correeuons nrancn, does not allow the pur-! 
said Monday there is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  o,.,,~,~,,, ,,~,,,,~,o - - , ,  at Brit ish Col"m t-'* t . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,..~^ ~. , ,,. ees at " u ,.,. . uecause u iunflmg IS no~ these oung people are ~.m~. ~ut omer • provision in the represent employ voted m favor of strike Telenhone Co Lid Donnelly sald the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~ . . . . .  - . ,  -. , T .  - _ • 
th .  l~n,,~h avon,,e n-b ~^,'^. t ,,, t.~.,, *,t,,., ,,. . . . ' - .  . . . . .  ' ,.~.,,o.~ ; . a... . . . .  - . . . .  recelveu, me camp wm rv~erreu oecause mey - = , ,~ ,-" ,,~ , - ; 
O " " si ned . . . . . . . . . . .  ,v ,~.,~ ~v. .  . . . .  -,.. ~..v--, auu-om;~m v . . . . . . . . . .  ' - . -  -~- - - . . . - - - - - -  r -  . a~.u .  ~ ,u~ . .a .~ , .~ ,~-  , i v  vnmouc  a n~u, ~,IGIMi~ I l l  t | iG  ~Ji*GYJLUUD ~Ol rG  ~'Jrt Q~II~* ~t l | fn  h f l l , J~  42h~l l~n o~ n~.* . l  nPfls.$1~G fnn le  ' clamung to have g active part in the strike aor~m,,nt ,,,,in,, agreement winch expn'ed . . . . .  stitution requiring af- ' " 21 . . . .  • . .  --o---_- . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  The society ]s asking and Illegal behavlor - -  1 
filiatos to take no' part in up a ma)orlty of the - slnce leavli~g thew )obs. nresident Bob Do--on- last Dee. 31onlyprohlblts ¢m- ~ mm t~,~ ,,o at h~, . ,~  ^~ I- . . . . .  : 
, • • , . .  • ~-  ' .~ .v~j  - * - .  ' " ' .  - - .  ? . o , ~  . .v . . . . . .~ .  . *v -  - - - - - - - - -  u t  J tU l i |~  Or  " • member hargammg unlt. • .~ ' the right of B C: Tel to . . . . . .  Terrace Centennial • any action that would . He stud he went to the .  said Monday. • ' to r ne -Gene r a I communl r • . 
assist an employer in a SORWUC - meinbers bartenders' union "We .don't kn~w contract out jobs when . . . . . . .  Y: . . . . . . . . . .  ; .  ,__,. . . . .  ~.,_ p e.ssures, Lions Club are gearing up : 
l' ,-, . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  there is no a reement ul~rutm uuuse~ zor iz m~ m ucuuemlc SKIllS or for next summer's 
strike situation, demonstrated F r  day because it s very ex- whether the membership . . . . . . . . .  g_ . . . . . .  boys, an~ further funding emotional problems Riverboat Days a re,~=t • ;
oe[weeu mona emen~ ., , v-,-- outside Local 40 offices to perienced and I thought it would ~o along with us, . . . .  8 .. after Sentember to The aim of t" ' . . . . . . .  
Violation of the con- register what they said could represent us better butwed be prepared to anuurn.ononmepart.mu- maintain ~e staff and - . . . . . . . . .  m eprogra, m o~me .~m anmversary:. 
,, lar assl nmenc or wnen ,o to prevme 8ooo mea~s, celeoratlons stitution could result in a was meir disgust at the than SORWUC. recommend a return . ..g . . . .  facilities until the next . . . . .  ' : "  
union being suspended or bartenders'  union for Welsh said SORWUC's within 24 hours," Don- an a.rn!wauon panel rmes start-up date In all, a re~umr .rouune: _n...e~p The Centennial Lion~'" 
,, a alnst me com n . ,m u~w, .~, . ,  . ,~  ~m-~ even thrown out out of the signing up scabs while _dom--d~ ,, , ,  t,~ nelly said We consider,, g,, pa y. annroximately" $125.000 and a s]Uve" '~ work asked for council support ~:; 
central abor body. SORWUC is on strike at un're-asonabl'e'and "he ourselves' locked-out. We allow hundreds of per  year " ,,,~m.~,, po in the project because a
B *  * * '  * " ~v LQ&&L*  * * * * • • Sources said ~e only mira s. feared the strike would He .sa~d that when the tasks to be contracted out If the camp has to shut ~ '~ o..~oin~, nv,.,~.,. Joint committee between' 
n unmn eegan ItS full scale ever car," said Don down because of 1 k . . . . . . .  ° o r o- service clubs, interested way Local 40 of the Hotel, Although SORWUC is ever be settled along as . . . .  " _  ".~.~ .. Y ,Y " - ac of of the camp involves - " - ' . • .:'- 
WmKOUt Tnursuay, mere nen we know when to funds "the P groups, ano mumctpm Restaurant, Culinary and an independent union not SORWUC was involved, were a -  - . Y. , acific service to the community c ^ . _., ._ . . . . . .  :~i! 
Bartenders Union can affiliated with the B.C. He deniedmana~ement - -  weaa.y 3,.500 Oraw__the.line. . . Northwest will then lose which would be ac u~,~ll IS ..r~-~..u~eu m' /  i l  * . . . . .  * ' " " ' * " * ""  - " :  mem~rs  on toe oo De All we re n htm t r bill l oroer to oe en IDle lot a 
get out of an extremely hadheanyt~l~° t :~ket  iagn~t Y ea~ihi~b~!~i i  c°T~he: t  bY2metiaY~tgh to~?~ ,, m grant, .. serious situation is to [ iwSoth~r PT :  incial 
withdraw its •application approach to Local 40 and • • . P P " the hotsprings an~ esident of the Lions.,.: 
- the International said no Local 40 ~i~lly°W~in~ a senes  of one- protect our contracting- with the law before they developing that area. Frank Donahue referred~:: for certif ication to 
out clause." are into a more serious to the recent visit ol~:. represent the Bimini Woodworkers of America r Information manager Tourist Minister Grace: . 
employees.,  appeared on the SOR-crossed  SORWUC's Keith Matthews of B.C. BCR ge -- s b a d  McCarthy who was in..: 
WUC picket line the next picket line to sign up Tel said the company p r e s s  Terrace to promote:.: 
A meeting between the day, accusing Local 40 of members. "won't take them back 
federation and Local 40 "acting as traitors to the tourism. McCarthy in. 
the club that :: The original vote in because the union won't formed representatives was to be trade union movement, favor of str ike action guarantee continuity of 
held today to discuss the VANCOUVER (CP) - -  witness had caused answer the Winnipeg tourism grants were:.:: 
situation. Meanwhile, the head against Bimini'swas 13-7, service.'.' Don Lanskafl, president embarassment and real consultant's contention available for such ac-:  
bartender at B iminrs  but only five of the em- He added the company of the British Columbia damage to the council, that the forest industry's tivities as River Boat 
The controversy began said Monday he ployees are still walking was also having trouble Council of Forest In- Justice McKenzie said insistence on shipping its Days. . :: 
over Local 40's move to spearheaded the request the picket line. with union members dustries (COFI), that COFI was not visibly products through North The financial break,: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: d a m 
'%"%'~"%"%" ..... .............................. equipment during the criticized the press present when the Win- Vancouver  instead of down of the event would'" 
P r o v i n c e  n e e d s  to  Monday for i tscoverage nipeg consultant made Prince George caused be a$5,000tourismgranti:' rotatmg walk-outs, of testimonypresented o the statement hat re- B.C. Rail to incur extra $3,000 from local mer-"' 
"If that had gone on the royal Commission ceived prominence in the costs. 
chants, and $10,000 from:.  much longer, the inquiring into the affairs press reports. "Justice McKenzie said town council. ':' pr'obl telephone system would of the B.C. Railway. 
l o o k  at ~d~t~orat~tosuch  He said both the PRAiSED PRESS that COFI stated it Council referred the" 
e m s  an extent that a major evening Sun and the "Generally speaking, wanted to crossexamine matter to the tourism'"' 
' overhaul would have morning Province the press has given good the Winnipeg consultant committee. 
been required,"  said newspapers in Vancouver coverage to the corn- and hereturned to Van- i~'i  
VANCOUVER (CP) -  cent of the federal budget ind'~tries in B.C. and Matthews. "The road to published exaggerated mission's hearings and couver for that purpose. Council will study a":.!i 
Premier Bill Bennett is taken up in transfer C ,lada, and the situation resolving this dispute is reports Sept. 30 on the has given faithful coy- He said COFI sub- 
should place a higher payments to the ~c the lumber industry clear and there's ab- testimony of a Winnipeg erage," he said. "It is a sequently changed its request from Lakelse::: 
priority on the problems provinces, isn't much better, solutely no reason for him consultant who said the satisfactory way for the mind about the cross- Hotel to open a com- 
of British Columbia's pri- "As (Donnelly) to evade the forest industry enjoys a public to get some idea of examination and then munitypbufrom 11 a.m..:.:: 
' submitted the ' sup- to I p.m. .:.i~ mary resource in- a member of f.,~e issue." massive indirect subsidy what is going on." plementary brief, which The hotel plans to:'i 
treasury beard, I can say Prime Minister Pierre BAD SITUATION becauseof B.C. Raft's low Lanskail said COFI he rejected, convert a portion of the. 
dustrieS,C says Iona that there is a tight hold Elliott Trudeau and Donnelly said the freight rates, was unfairly criticized 
fitness and amateur sport on the purse strings," she provincial premiers are current work stoppage is beer parlor' into what': 
minister, said in an intervlew. "I  meeting to discuss a bad one for the union Lanskail, who chose not for not providing a live Lanskail said COFI 
would be very interested national problems, she because it is manage- to present evidence witness because corn- was not aware that the they term a community 
She was commenting to hear what Premier said, and "their ment that wants changes disputing the consultant's mission lawyer Martin Winnipeg consultant was pub. 
Sunday on Bennett's Bennett has tosayabout  discussions have focused in the contentious con- conclusions, was Taylor had agreed that appearing before the The difference would 
speech Friday in which pr imary resource in- on the economy more tracting-out clause that responding at a hearing COFI officials need not commission and was not be in decor, the fact that 
the premier called for a dustries. : than national unity/' has prompted the to the commission attend in person, told of his second visit to hard liquor would be 
major national economic chairman's criticism and Taylor said he did Vancouver. served and the inclusion dispute. 
plan which would include Federal Justice The union has accepted rejection Thursday of a speak with COFI vice- "CUFf has a vital in- of games. 
COFI brief. 
"I hear lhany people 
more balance budgeting asking for reduced at the federal and federal spending who are Minister Run Basford, settlement recom- president G. E. Bennett terest in these hearings under the terms of the 
provincial evels, the first to[ cry if their MP for Vancouver mendations by Dr. Noel He said Justice Lloyd by telephone, but advised and it is very easy for Liquor Control Act, a 
• Mrs. Campagnolo, MP particular 0x is gored." Centre, said Monday he Hall, federal eonclliation McKenzie's dismissal of him the brief should to be COFI to keep itself ad- beer parlor may remain: 
hacin'tstudied the text of commissioner, wpo the brief as fseble and his expanded and presented vised of what is hap- open for any continuous, 
for Skeena, said tighter Mrs. Campagnolo said Bennett's speech and proposed no change in criticism of COFrs orally tothecommission, pening here ,"  said 14 hour period, but a:: 
' Justice McKenzie. community may not stay. federal budgeting is slumpinl~ world markets wouldn't comment on it contracting-out prov i - fa i lute  to back its Taylor said he told The hearings con- openJater than 11. p.m." 
difficult because 70 per are hurting most mineral specifically until he had. sions, presentation with a live Bennett he brief did not tinuea .~ ~ without special appr~vak.. 
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"~ It's none too early to start thinking 
:.: about the 1978 Pacific Northwest 
~:~ Music Festival. This years dunce will 
i .  be included in the festival. Above, 
~. : .  
Cathy Kennedy practices for her 
coming lmrformanee in the haUet 
cutegory. 
Fish found dead 
Matsqul, B.C. (CP) More than 100 
s.prin~ and coho salmon have been 
found rotting here on the banks of the 
Fraser River about 90 kilomeires east 
of Vancouver. 
Federal fisheries offictals sai 
Monday the fish were probably 
caulht about aweek ago bypoachers. 
Poached salmon usually sell for $3 to 
a fish. 
"It's illognl to catch them for that 
reason, but once they're caught there 
would be no reason to leave them, 
since there's a good market for coho," 
said ono fisheries official. 
"Maybe our people (enforcement 
officers) were crowamg them that 
'; he said. 
official said the fish were 
caught near the mouth of a spawning 
stream froqu.ented by native Indian 
fishermen who are allowed to fish 
t~H~ days a week for food. 
said esohsa of rotting fish are 
found periodically along the Fraser 
because abandonment offish does not 
seem to violate any existing law. 
"Until the regulations are chang.ed 
to limit the catch (by Indian peopie) 
to what they strictly need for foo.d, 
there's not a helluva lot we can do 
about it," he said. 
Chief Merle Julian of the Mat~ui 
Indian Band said Monday he had 
heard nothing about he incident. 
"Our boys fish down' there, but if I 
they're bootlegging fish, the: I
wouldn't leave them by the river, | 
would they?" he asked. 
Barry Alden, secretary of the 
Mission Rod and Gun Club, said his 
club would take up the issue at the 
next British Columbia Wildlif, 
Federation convention i  February. 
"This sort of thing infuriates sports 
fishermen," he said. "All theselittie 
streams and creeks are very im- 
portant for spawning salmon.', 
Manitoba to 
reduce taxes 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Manitoba will reduce its 
income tax rata for in- 
dlviduals and small busi- 
nesses by two percentage 
points Jan. 1, Finance 
Minister Donald Craik 
announced today. 
The personal income 
tax rate will drop to 54 
per cent from ~6 par cent, 
and the small business 
rate will decline to 11 per 
cent from 13 per cent. 
Income tax reductions 
wore a koy plsnk in the 
Progressive Con- 
so.restive party's cam- 
pa~gn for the Oct. 11 
election. C'ralk said the 
tax reductions would 
ecnourage private 
spe-nding and investment 
and spur development of 
the economy. 
The minister estimated 
that individual taxpayers 
wouldsave a total of $16.1 
million on 1978 tax 
returns to be filed in the 
spring of 1979, Small 
businesses would save an 
estimated ~.6 million in 
the 1978 tax year. 
Legislation to put the 
tax changes into effect is 
to be Infreduced at the 
spring session. 
REVENUE LOST 
Cralk gave no in- 
dicatlon today of any tax 
increases to offset the 
loss of revenue. Under 
questioning from op- 
position members, he 
said the government 
would retain two tax- 
credit programs in- 
troduced by the former 
NDP government. 
Former finance 
minister Saul Miller 
suggested that the reduc- 
tion in personal income 
taxes would be of most 
benefit to richer 
Menitobans. 
: Peaceful protest staged 
: : .  
La•gS and Urban Calling st. 
Burnstick, who said he 
was spokesman for the 
700 members of the 
Dnffield band and the 
protesters, held a news 
conference in the 
Indian affairs years to 
deal with requests from 
the Indian association, 
Burnstick said. 
"But in this case, it was 
almost a matter of 
ovemigh~ fulfiliment," he 
said. "They didn't even 
consult he Indian people 
at the gressroots level." 
DISPUTES SUPPORT 
He also disputed the 
c la im that Joe Dion, 
rsaidont of the Alberta 
dian Association, had 
tho support of 27 of the 
province's 44 chiefs in 
asking for Cardinal's 
removal, 
Burnstick said he was 
concerned about the 
dismissal of 13 advisors, 
especially six elderly 
Indian advisors, because 
they are "the backbone of 
our society, senior 
citizens of our com- 
munity now disgraced." 
He said there is an 
impatience among local 
Indians who want change 
within the department so
they can control pro- 
grams coming on 
reserves, 
Dave Nicholson, the 
man who is temporarily 
.repl~icing Cardinal, said 
he was not disturbed over 
the protest. 
"Our position is quite 
clear," he said. "Aslong 
as they're peaceful, 
they're quite welcome to 
stay during working 
hours," 
were, we wouldn't have 
our old people here." 
Cardinal,former 
regional director of In- 
dian affairs, was fired 
last week by Indian Af- 
fairs Minister Hugh 
Faullmer, who said 
. ,¢  
:.i EDMONTON (CP) -- 
"An Indian group sta~ed a 
:peac  e lu  i 
• :protest Monday at offices 
i Of the department of In- 
:!allan affairs and 
! iiemanded a meeting with 
i .officials to discuss Harold 
! Cardinal's dismissal. 
:- "We're not here to 
!cease trouble," said Ed 
: Burnstlck, a member of 
i l.the Duffield band and a 
!former director of the 
-'..American Indian 
.LMovement (AIM). "If we 
Cardinal had lost the reception area for the 
confidence of the Indian government offices. 
Association of Alberta. The group, composed of
men, women and 
Staff members hired by children, began oc. 
Cardnlanl also were let cupying the reception 
go, including AIM areas and board room at 
members Roy Little the offices about 8 a,m. 
Chief, Devalon Small The number of protesters 
• varied between 30 and 50 
::: Legal Services d.,., ,. 
: : RELATIONS POOR 
:needs more money Zaulkner said in dismissing Cardinal, 8 9., 
:i VANCOUVER (CP) -  whipping boy since that relations between 
-The provincial govern- budget limitations led to him and the lndions he 
~rhent m.~t supplymore curtailment of legal was meant o serve had 
:money oemre the urmsn services deteriorated completely. 
'Columbia Legal Services Shaw 'said he is in- He said he had no 
:commission can fulfill its pulped in financial choice but to fire Car- 
:mandate, Duncan W negotiations with the dinal after the Indian 
ishaw, new commission Rovernment and exacts Association of Alberta 
:chairman, said Monday. ~e commission's budget and a reported 27 in- 
:: to be announced before dividual Indian bands 
had asked for his re. :Shaw, 45, a Vancouver 
l~iwyer, was responding 
to comments by outgoing 
commission chairman 
Don Jabour that in- 
sufficient funding has 
~revented the full supp.ly 
of services to me pumtc. 
::Jabour said in a 
commission newsletter 
~at some people must 
~ce  criminal charges 
~thout a lawyer and 
Women in family court 
~annot receive legal aid. 
:;He said the commission 
~S become verybody's 
the end of the year. 
He said he was not moval. 
surprised at Jabour's Burnstick said at the 
comments and said it was press conference that the 
only natural that, based occupation was "a rally 
on two year's experience of disapproval ofthe way 
with the commission, he Harold Carindai was 
make his feelings known, removed from office." 
Shaw, a lawyer for 19 
years, said he will study He said some Indian 
the system of delivering people still support 
legal services to low- Cardinal and want to 
income earners. He said know precisely what 
he expected to make circumstances 
changes during his two- surrounded his dismissal, 
year term, but wasn't In the past, it has often 
specific, taken the deportment of
be $300. 
Crook said an- 
nouncement of the tax 
reductions was made now 
to help the federal 
government prepare the 
necessarY tax and 
withholding forms for 
next year. 
The reductions come at 
a time of austerity for the 
provincial government. 
The province's estimated 
operating deficit for the 
current fiscal year is $129 
million. 
RATE LOWERED 
Crook also said the 
reduction in the small 
business tax will bring 
Nuclear power 
without 
undue risks 
SSA'L'rLE, Wash. (AP) cerned About Nuclear 
- After studying the Plants, said Monday he 
geology of the Sedro had not seen the com- 
Woolley area in northern mlttee's letter. But he 
Washington State, the said he ,'certslnlyiwould 
rd g u la t~r  y r a be disappointed if they 
Commission s in- ~the advliory committee) 
d ep e n den  ignored the scientific 
Committee on Reactor controversy" over the 
Safeguards has decided geologic stability of the 
two nuclear power plants site. 
proposed for the area can Leed said he was afraid 
be built and operated ~at the advisory group 
"without undue risk." is selling the public 
Opponents contend the interest short." 
geologic history of the Leed noted that there 
area, about 95 kilometres have been earthquakes in 
north of here and 55 the Skagit Valley as 
kllometres outh-of the recently as lest month. 
British Columbia border, 
indicates it is unsafe as a 
site for nuclear plants. 
Puget Sound Power & 
Light Co. wants to build 
the twin plants. 
"If due consideration is 
Miller said the two- Manitoba's rate down to given to those issues, the_ Bi~.~.er 
point reduction the same level as plants can be constructed 
Alberta's, the lowest in with reasonable represents a saving of ~8 
a year fore family with Western Canada. assurance that they can i 
income of SZO,000. For a "Since approximately he operated without pe~8_o~s 
family whose income is 80 per 'cent of the undue risk to the health 
$75,000, the saving would businesses in Manitoba and safety of the public," S007~ 
are defined as small the panel said in a letter 
to the chairman of the OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Plant sponsors, he said, 
"can pi'oduce witnesses 
who will say the site 
might be safe, but none 
that can say it's abso- 
lutely safe." 
under current income tax 
definitions, it Is clear that NRC. 
this reduction will have a 
beneficial impact on one 
of the most important 
segments of our 
economy." 
In terms of personal 
income taxes Manitoba's 
Welfare Minister 
OTTAWA 
PSP&L will be Monique Begin told the 
Commons health corn- responsible for the 
design, construction and mittee Tuesday she will 
operation of the plants, he announcing soon in. 
NOT AVAILABLE creases in old-age pen- 
PSP&L officials were signs and family 
not immediately allowances based on the 
~esent rate is among the available to comment on higher cost of llvfng. 
sheet in Canada. The the advisory committee's Tnere had been 
rats of 56 per eant wes set letter, but they had said speculation, based on 
earlier this year when earlier that hey expected statements made by Miss 
Manitoba and all other a favorable report from Begin and Science Minis- 
provinces raised their the governn~ent before ter Judd Buchanan, that 
income tax rates as part the end of the year. these pensions and 
of a fiscal package Roger Leed, attorney allowances would be cut. 
Replying to Heward negotiated with the for Skagitonians Con- Grafftey (PC--Brome federal government. 
Mlssisquoi), Miss Begin 
said Buchanan was 
P r o - C a n a d a  t a l k s  speaking in theoretical 
terms when he spoke 
about health and welfare a political ploy programs. "I can assure the 
(CP) -- lot too much." honorable member that 
osition MPs corn- 
ed Tuesday that the 
of pro-Cam/da in- 
formation gathered by a 
special group set up in the 
privy council office after 
the election of a 
separatist government in 
Qtiebec is set aside for the 
exclusive political use of 
the Trudeau government. 
Paul Tellier, head of 
the group, acknowledged 
before the Commons 
miscellaneous estimates 
committee that the 
"largest portion of our 
work is available only to 
the government." 
He said that he and the 
five other senior mem- 
bers of his group are 
providing policy advice, 
and as public servants, 
report o the government 
rather than Parliament. 
David Orlikow (NDP-- 
Winnipeg North) said 
opposition MPs cannot be 
expected to support 
national unity efforts 
without "a 'helluva lot 
more information" than 
the Tellier group is 
providing to them. 
If the government 
expects opposition MPs 
to say "me too" to every 
national unity initiative it 
is "expecting a heliuva 
K ffne 
closing 
doors 
PRINCE GEORGE, 
B.C. (CP) -- The only 
practicing psychiatrist in
northern British 
Columbia said Monday he 
will close his office here 
today unless he is 
guaranteed $300,000 a 
year. 
Dr. William Kyne said 
he is moving to Toronto to 
escape what he calls a 
repressive medical in- 
surance system. 
He said that doctors are 
being victimized b~ the 
federal medicare scheme 
introduced 10 years ago, 
and that he is tired of 
being an underpaid, 
exploited scapegoat. 
Kyns said he earned 
$84,000 in 1976. He said 
this was equivalent to the 
$30,000 he earned in 1966 
when he started his 
~ ractice, but added he ad to work 16 hours a 
day in 1976. 
Tellier saidhis group is 
preparedto: meet *any 
group of MPs( fi'om '/my 
party, but could provide 
only factual informa- 
tion--summaries, say, of 
the Quebec government's 
referendum on in- 
.dependence proposals. 
NO POLICY ADVICE 
Public servants are not 
allowed, however, to 
lea with policy ad- 
"I know' how the 
system works," said 
Orlikow. "But in my 
opinion the system works 
poorly." 
Dean Whiteway (PC-- 
Selkirk) said it is difficult 
to approve public funds 
for the Tellier group 
when it sees its role as an 
information-gathering 
machine for the Trudeau 
government. 
Tellier replied it is 
difficult for him "as a 
government adviser, as a 
public servant, as a 
bureaucrat, to judge 
what kind of information 
you would like to have." 
Tellier said his group, 
created following the 
election of the Parti 
Quehecois government in 
Quebec on Nov. 15, 1976, 
provides information 
ra~ing from press 
releases to detailed 
financial studies on the 
benefits of Confederation 
in response to challenges 
from the Parti Quebecois 
government; prepares 
summaries of the most 
important developments, the indexing of these 
in the national .unity.~ pensions will not be 
debate for ~ Prime touched and I hope in the 
Minister Trudoau; and near future to give the 
helps cabinet prepare exact amounts of the 
strategies for dealing increases that will 
with such things as the become ffective Jan. 1," 
referendum on Miss Begin ,aid. 
Stanley Know:~s separatism. 
He said it is currently 
attempting to bring 
forward pmposais for a 
"united front" against 
the referendum which is 
expected within the next 
12 to 18 months .  
(NDP--Winnlpeg North 
Centre) a longUme 
fighter in the Commons 
for increased welfare 
payments, said he had 
not been worried about 
decreased pensions. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investigate the advantages of this rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and Jest 
months rent end drive sway. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 70 Econoline Van ; i  C 100 Chev pu 
$148.00 per month $136.00 per month S129.00 per month 
tease end price lease end price lease end price 
52,175.00 $1,9;5.es S1,875.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Careers HT 70 Zephyr Sedan 78 Dodge Von 
$139.00per month $124.00per month $129.¢:.n~,r month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$2,025.00 S1,825.00 S1,875.00 
i or simply return l .or simply return i or si:dply return 
| ;8 •Fiesta 3 dr. [ ;8 FlS0 -4 x 4 [ 78 C)ldS Cutlass 
i 599.00 per month i Slag.00 per month | SIS9.00 per month 
i lease end price i lease end priceS leas,, end price 
i ,4oo.oo I s2,m.oo i s2,o2~ oo 
II or simply return [ or simply return I or siml~.ly return 
l FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAY '~.  RICHARDS 
COLLECT 987.7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
I110 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.004;gA 
We're 
Listed 
Here! 
 .Ncw Business's 
Not listed in oar 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
E. MARR DISTRIBUTORS LTD. .  638-1761 
MARR'S BOOKKEEPING & 
ACCOUNTING- 638.1761 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES - 635-4227 
BOOK NOOK - 635-3981 
RHETT BI ADES OCCIDENTI~, I .  
L IFE . 635-5757 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP - 635.2238 
ALL.WEST GLASS . 638-1166 
Free. for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD 
If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers P lease  Ca l l  635-6357 
•t 
i .  
k~o.. 
~: ~' 
I~F d~ 
The Odd Fellows HaU provides more warmth forlD~ 
the men who are clearing the land. This week 
there has been many fires here as the first part 
of the Job nears completion. 
Most-decorated hero dies 
eight pallbearers ~nd a 
bugler, all from the 
Second Battalion, 
Princess Patricia's Ca- 
nadian Light Infantry, a 
Canadian Forces 
spokesman said Monday. 
Prince, the grandson of 
the Saulteaux Indian 
WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
Tommy Prince, one of 
Canada's most decorated 
war heroes, will he buried 
Wednesday with full mil- 
itary honors, a Canadian 
Forces spokesman said. 
Prince, who won 10 
medals for his service in 
the Second World War 
and the Korean War, died 
Saturday at the age of 62. 
Taking part in the 
graveside ceremonies 
will be a 20-man mflitar~ 
escort, a 12-man guara, 
Medal, received in 1944 
for "gallant and 
'distinguished conduct in 
the field" during the 
Anzio beachhead in Italy, 
and, the following year, 
the U.S. Silver Star, for 
"distinguished service in 
the cause of the Allies" 
Chief Peguis, was twice 
decorated by King 
George Vl for valor 
during the Second World 
War  
while fighting in France. 
WORKED ON TREATY 
After his release from 
four years. His fighting 
career ended in 1954 when 
he was wounded in the 
legs. 
In 1975 he was given a 
special salute, and 
citation from the Prin- 
cess Patricia's Canadian 
Light Infantry, and last 
year he was cited by the 
Manitoba Indian 
Brotherhood All Chief's 
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-_ THUR-FRI-SAT. NOW.. /CO'OP\ eL.  s vE :,o 
- - " -~ i~._  ~ ~  1 2-3  
- ~  ACROSS THE PARKING LOT AT THE 
CO-OP BUILDING SUPPLIES 
WE HAVE MATERIALS PRICED TO KEEP YOUR 
-WINTER BUILDING PROJECT WITHIN YOUR BUDGET 
4x8-  1/8" 
SERVICE GRADE 
HARD BOARD 
9 
PREFINISHED 
PANELS 
4x8 PLYWOOD & HARDBOARD 
OVER 16 
OOLORS TO 
CHOOSE 
FROM 
10% 
OFF REGULAR PRICE 
CEILING TILE 
12x12-1/2" 
PLAIN WHITE 139, 5 
OOVERS 64 sq. fl, 
PREHUNG 
DOORS 
ROTARY MAHOGANY AND 
MAHOGANY FRAME 
254.  
CEILING TILE 
24x48 
PLAIN WHITE 
PANELS FOR 149,, 5
SUSPENDED CEILINGS 
REJECT 
DOORS 
ASSORTED SIZES 7 0 0 
EACH 
,o,,- 8o0 
EMBOSSED 
the army in 1945, Prince convention in Winnip~ [ • 
fought for the treaty for an outstanding co ~ :! 
Among the decorations rights of Manitoba In h ibution to Indian life t 
he won were the Military dians, in response to his Manitoba 
concern about poor But the recognition 
housing, education ands Prince received on t l :  ~ 1 4" ~~" 
lack ofagrictdt~eontbe :battlefield and :aft r' / ~ . . . .  " 
. . . . . . . . .  ' ;  :' * death eluded him in' tV ~ ~'~ : , : , ,  ~Fra~d~sQ,,uad . ,  '. .... reserves WEISER ~ I x3  /i- 
/: : '  ...... ~ " J "  " He re~enlikted in 1950 decades following the re i Korean W,~r. PASSAGE STRAPPING BOSTICH 
v red ~ SET STAPLES 
OTTAWA (CP) - -A  Unemploymentln-  , . . _  - -  
Conservative MP .~,,~nop. Cnmml.qslnn'~ ' OAMP MAINTENANCE ~o. I~ 9-1rt E n m 
demanded Monday the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : '  • efforts to improve its Din  w LINEAL 
reylval  of an unemploy . .  . *; f inanc ia  I e ont r  o A maintenance  person is required for  101 ~i  ~_'~ 
ment insurance trauu followin" the eommis- : '  - V FOOT squad he said has been . , .s . Nasa ~;amp. 
disbanded, stun s disclosure of high 
Employment Minister overpayments. " I .W.A .  ra te  with excellent benef i t  - -  BRICK PARLOUR 
Bud Cullensaidthesquad In its 1976 financial program. Company house is available for  7__  
was merely •reorganized report, audited by 
Maedonell, ~ rent. 
.. Successful applicant must have a good 
background in carpentry, plumbing, fur. 
nace repair and minor electrical main. 
tenance. 
• .Apply to Personnel Supervisor, 
TWINRIVER T IMBER L IMITED,  Box 
1000, TERRACE, B.C. VSG 4C4. 
nt 
NORTHERN THUNDERBIRD AIR 
the com- 
mission said its financial 
control procedures are 
selective, rather than 
universal, and applied 
usually after claimants 
have started to receive 
benefits. 
Cullen accused 
McKenzie of doing a 
disservice to legitimate 
unemployment i surance 
claimants by referring to - 
ripoffs, gouging and 
chiselling of the unem- 
ployment insurance fund. 
STOVE DECORATIVE BRIOK 
3 COLORS 
6 sq. ft./OTN. 
c/w 
- ,  189  o, SOREEN 
O0-0P 
6ARgEN CENTRE 
INDOOR 
ELECTRIC H@T 
J "m 
:~  HOUSE !0 J'" 
SNOW SHOVELS - 
SNOW PUSHERS - 
"O I~NG SOIL - POTS - 
POTTED PLANTS AND 
PLANT FERTILIZERS 249  
SOHEDOLED FLIGHTS 
EFFEOTIVE NOVEMBER 27th 
3:50 P.M. 
5:05 P.M. 
and is "ever vigilant to 
the situation." 
Dan McKenzie (PC-- 
Winnipeg South Centre)~ 
said the squad was 
disbanded two years ago 
because it was 
"politically em- 
barrassing" to the 
government. 
It sl~ould be revived in 
light of disclosures last 
week that overpayment 
of unemployment in- 
surance benefits to 
unqualified claimants 
may have been as high as 
$157.8 million last year, 
McKenzie said. 
However, Cullen told 
reporters the squad never 
was disbanded and 
persons ripping off the 
unemployment i surance 
program still are being 
caught and taken to 
court. 
The minister was not 
sure about how the squad 
had been reorganized but 
"there's been no letting 
up of anything," he. said. 
CALLED CLAPTRAP 
'After McKenzie said 
government officials told 
him the squad was 
disbanded because its 
findings embarrassed the 
government and former 
Manpower minister 
Robert Andras, Cullen 
replied "absolute clapt- 
rap and no truth to it at 
all." 
McKenzie said the 
squad had an excellent 
record of digging up 
unemployment i surance 
ripoffs and had the 
support of the RCMP and 
the solicitor-general. 
WILL MONITOR EF- 
FORTS 
It should be revived in 
light of Auditor-General 
j . j .  Macdonell's 
statement last week that 
he will monitor the 
FLIGHT 404 MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
LEAVES TERRACE 1:30 P.M. 
ARRIVES PRINCE RUPERT 2:10P.M. 
. FLIGHT40$ MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
I 
LEAVES TERRACE 3:1S P.M. 
. ARRIVES SMITHERS 
ARRIVES PRINCE GEORGE 
CONNECTIONS AT PRINCE GEORGE FOR KAMLOOPS, 
KELOWNA, PENTICTON 
FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION CALL: 
TERRACE - CP AI R 635.7111 
K IT IMAT-  CP A IR 632.4761 
OR YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT 
15 gal. 
AQUARIUM 
KIT 
PLANTER 
POLES 
1299 1459 
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Research 
grants cut 
By CA'lilY McKERCHER 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- United States industries, 
their profits squeezed by inflation, are making cuts in 
research work, a move many observers believe will 
prove damaging toboth this country and others whose 
economies are closely linked to it. 
Although U.S. industries, universities and govern- 
ment laboratories are still world leaders in research, 
spending about $29 billion a year, the share of world 
research done in this country has dropped to 40 per 
cent from 60 per cent 10 years ago. 
In the last year, four industrial giants, Du Pont Co., 
Bethlehem Steel, Aluminum Co. of America, and 
Zenith Radio Corp., have closed at least one of their 
major research laboratories. 
Officials of the U.S. National Science Foundation 
(NSF) are concerned that the closings are part of a 
trend away from basic research in U.S. industry, 
away from the long-range scientific study that led to 
the type of successes for which U.S. technology is
noted. 
The NSF estimates that private industry will spsnd 
about $17.2 billion on research and development this 
year, up from $16 billion spent in 1976. But most of the 
increase was eaten up by inflation. 
Employment statistics howing that private in- 
dustry employed 329,000 scientists in 1975, a drop of 
43,000 since 1970, are more alarming. 
The over-all decline in private research--partly 
offset by increases in research in the computer and 
electronics fields-- has resulted in increased pressure 
from scientists for what is known as technological 
protectionism, government regulations preventing 
other countries from cheaply adapting technological 
successes which cost billions of dollars to devise in the 
U.S. 
This pressure is of major concern to Canada, which 
already lags far behind the U.S. in research. Not only 
does Canada believe its economy would be damaged 
by regulations prohibiting the export of already-de- 
veloped U.S. technology, itis seeking alar~er share of 
research money for Canadia~ subsidiaries of U.S. 
corpo'/'afions. 
While protective barriers against exportint 
technology are unlikely to be imposed in the for- 
seeable future, the White House is so concerned about 
the downward turn of private research that it has 
begun astudy to determine the reasons for it. 
TAKES TIME 
The most obvious reason is that research is a 
relatively risky investment which takes a longtime to 
pay off. There are no guaranteed breakthroughs and it 
generally takes about six to seven years to develop 
new products. 
High interest rates also make borrowing for 
research expensive. 
Private industry, however, puts most of the blame 
on toughened government regulations. Du Pont, 
whose recently-closed Tennessee laborator3 
developed synthentic fibres such as Dacron, Lycra 
and Orlon, which in turn fostered a giant synthetic 
textiles industry, says it spends about 10 per cent of its 
research money satisfying overnment safety and 
environmental regulations. 
General Motors Corp., which claims the auto in- 
dustry is hardest-hit by federal regulations, ays it 
spends up to 50 per cent of the money it would other- 
wise use for research on meeting the regulation. 
The NSF is considering a change in its policy that 
would allow more funding of industry research. 
"We've always put requirements onindustry that 
were above and beyond what we asked of univer- 
sities," one official said. 
What officials see as a positive change in the U.S. 
research situation, however, is increased emphasis on 
private energy research. 
Chemical, paper, aluminum and steel companies, 
all big users of oil and natural gas, are concentrating 
on finding news ways of producing and saving energy. 
Finding such new techniques i  necessary since the oil 
and natural gas they use costs four times more than it 
did four or five years ago. 
"Is that the way you normally stand?" 
./ 
Money to racism fighters 
TORONTO (CP) -- Financial multiculturalism and the Ontario Philip Givens, chairman of the 
support should be given to groups Human Rights Commission. . Metro Toronto board of police 
trying to solve the problems of The study was prompted by the commissioners, said much of the 
racism or those which deal with beating of James Carson, 61, who report's criticism of police is too 
immigrants, Walter Pitman, head was kicked and thrown off a sub- harsh. 
of a one-man commission on way train last New Year's Eve 
racism in Toronto, recommended when he went to help two East SUGGESTS TESTING 
Monday. Asian men being assaulted on the The report recommended that 
In his report, Pitman, 48, train, psychological testing of police 
president ofRyerson Polytechnical Pitman is the former deputy applicants for racist views be 
Institute, included 41 recom leader and education critic o f  the conducted and height and weight 
mendations designed to control Ontario NDP. requirements be less stringent so 
racial tensions. LIVE IN FEAR more members ofethnic minorities 
It recommended that the Met- Racial violence in Metro Toronto may be hired. 
ropolitan Toronto government take is causing what the 'report calls Many chairmen ofMeiro Toronto 
a leadership role in reducing colored racial minorities to live in schoolboards agreed after hearing 
racism and encourage all of its constant fear but there is no in- the recommendations of the report 
agencies to do the same. dication that racial violence is on that educational programs hould 
The report said the media should the increase, it said. be provided to combat racism. 
he encouraged to present stories in There is also evidence that Metro Douglas Ban', chairman of the 
ways that do not serve to Toronto police and racial Toronto board, said he disagreed 
aggravate racial tensions, minorities dislike each other and that school systems refuse to admit 
Prevention of racial problems the school system does not want to that racism is a problem. 
should become a top priority, said admit a racial problem, it said. He said Toronto education of- 
the report. . A survey, financed by the office ficials recognize that racism exists 
STUDY ORDERED of federal Secretary of State John and that it  now is a matter of 
Pitman, whose study was or- Roberts, showed that l5percent of prevention before it gets out of 
dered by Metro Chairman Paul Metro Toronto residents have hand. 
Godfrey last January, was given racist views and 35 per cent are 
$50,000 for research material racist in attitude.' The report also recommended 
The report also said brown- establishment of a race relations eJsistunts and travelling expenses. 
He did not hold public meetings, 
bu~. met privately with many 
groups andindividnals, and con- 
ferrY! with police, the Toronto 
Transit Commission, the Ontario 
Civil Liberties Association, the 
Toronto board of education, the 
Ontario advisory committee on 
skinned persons from Africa and committee of representatives of 
Asia were prime victims of racial newspapers, radio and television 
violence. Physical assaults or stations to receive complaints of 
black immigrants from the minority groups involwng news 
Caribbean or the United States stories about them. 
have abatedbut job discrimination The report said the news media 
and police hassling continues for have done little to explain causes of  
them, it said. racial tension. 
CRTC lets telegram service decline 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
Canadian Railway Labor 
Association said Monday 
the Canadian Radio- 
television and Tele- 
communications Com- 
mission (CRTC) is 
ignoring its public 
responsibility to prevent 
further decline in quality 
of telegraph and 
telegram services. 
Ed Abbot, executive 
secretary of the labor 
group, also said the 
CRTCshould prevent any 
further shutdowns of 
telegraph offices until the 
federal government 
decides on an policy for 
such services. 
In a telephone " in- 
terview, Abbot said the 
communications de- 
partment has skirted the 
question for years and 
now the CRTC has 
abrogated its respon- 
sibility by failing to call 
public hearings on the 
services' future. 
Meantime, the number 
of telegraph offices and 
i ,  the size of their staff are 
dwindiin~ by the day," 
Abbot stud. Between 1961 
and 1976, the number of 
workers involved ex- 
clusively in the telegraph 
service dropped to 1,080 
from 9,997, a federal re- 
port has said. 
Call for end of gov't 
By . DAVID GER- 
SOVITZ 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Louis Laherge, president 
of the 300,-000-member 
Quebec Federation of 
Labor (QFL), called on 
the labor movement 
Monday to begin working 
now to inflict a crushing 
defeat on the Liberal 
government in the next 
federal election. 
Laberge, 53, ad- 
dressing the opening 
session of the QFL's 15th 
plenary convention, 
launched a stinging 
assault on the Trudeau 
government, calling it 
undemocratic and anti- 
labor. The Liberals had 
shown a "criminal" lack 
of action to combat in- 
flation and unemploy- 
ment. 
Wage and price con- 
trols, he said, have 
favored big business 
while reducing the buying 
power of wages, which in 
turn has contributed to 
the country's high jobless 
figure. 
Laborge was almost as 
blunt in his criticism of 
Progressive Con- 
servatives, whom he dis- 
missed as no alternative 
at all to the Liberals, and 
the New Democratic 
Party which he said is 
losing credibility as a 
force for social change. 
Although noting that 
the QFL has not decided 
yet what ~sition it will 
take during ~ Quebec's 
forthcoming in- 
dependence r~erendum, 
Laberge warn~i the 1,000 
delegates and-,i~bbservers 
that the QFL ~ust steel 
itself to fight the federal 
Liberals with the same 
ferocity it utilized to 
campaign against the 
previous provincial 
government of Robert 
Bourassa. 
TRIED TO 
NEGOTIATE 
Laber~e said the 
Canadian Labor 
Congress helped put a 
damper on opposition to 
controls by agreeing_"in 
good faith, no doubt --to 
try to negotiate with 
Ottawa a way out of the 
restrictions. The QFL is 
the Quebec affiliate of the 
congress. 
He said the QFL will 
fight to gain back "the 
billions which were 
literally stolen from us by 
companies, thanks to the 
Trudeau controls." 
He indicated the New 
Democrats are losing 
what little support they 
have in Quebec and are 
proving a disappointment 
m other provinces. 
The federal party has 
failed to take a clear 
stand on the Quebec 
independence question, 
Laberge told the con- 
vention which continues 
until Friday at a down- 
town hotel. 
The New Democrats 
haven't moved far from 
the constitutional position 
of the oldline parties "for 
fear, it would seem, of 
losing votes in English 
Canada." 
Without hinting how he 
stands on the for- 
thcoming referendum on 
Quebec independence, 
the QFL leader said the 
province's political 
future would be decided 
by Quebecers, not out- 
siders. 
Laberge had kinder 
things to say about the 
Parti Quebecois 
government, whose 
performance to date he 
described as generally 
favorable. But he warned 
the provincial govern- 
ment not to bow to cor- 
porate pressure and 
retreat from electoral 
pledges to introduce 
sweeping social and labtjr 
reform~ 
Abbot was reacting to a 
CRTC statement Friday 
that it wanted to be in- 
formed by the 
telecommunications 
branches of the Canadian 
National Railways and 
Canadian Pacific Ltd. of 
any planned closings of 
telegraph offices. 
WANTS CON- 
SULTATION 
The CRTC also said it 
wanted to be told by 
CNCPTele- 
communications of any 
major changes m 
telegraph or telepost 
services. 
The statements were 
made in the an- 
nouncement hat the 
CRTC had approved the 
bulk of CNCP 
Telecommunications' 
proposed rate increases. 
Telegraph prices were 
increased by varying 
amounts. 
The railway labor 
assoc iat ion,  which 
represents telegraph 
workers, opposed the 
increases, saying they 
would ',place the various 
services beyond the 
economic ability of a 
large, part of the 
Canadian public." 
In its intervention in 
the rate increases, the 
labor association called 
for the CRTC to hold 
public hearings on the 
fate of the telegraph 
service, but the com- 
mission ignored that re- 
quest in its declBmd- 
lxb'w, the gun. We found 
two more and everybody 
was popping staples into 
their shoes." 
The Eskimos com- 
plained about the foot- 
wear in which the 
Alouettes appeared, but 
Hap Shouldice, CFL 
director of officials, and 
others checked the shoes 
~.nd found nothing wrong. 
Montreal general 
manager Bob Geary said 
before the game that he 
This Week [ Campagnolo 
The phase out of wage and price controls, an- 
nounced last month by Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien will begin April 14, 1978. I regard tl~s as a 
most positive move ~th long term ~ne1Rs for our 
economy, and for the people of Canada. 
Employees and businesses will be freed from 
controls gradually. As the end of echa current con- 
tract or fiscal year falls, a business or employee group 
will become free of controls. Since contract er- 
minations and fiscal year dates differ widely, the 
effect will bo a staggered patter on decontrol: The 
government, by this ruling, has .mini.mizea tne risk ot 
a sudden outburst of wage ana price increases as 
might occur if the program were abolished suddenly. 
Sudden decontrol would cause what economists call a 
"bulge" on our economy -- something that might set 
off another imbalanced period in our linancim attmrs 
- -  another wage-push in our inflation spiral. 
Staggered econtrol means the majority of com- 
panies and employees won't emerge.,from.con.trols 
until the end of  1978. The government s poucy as to 
allow a first-in, first-out stystom of decontrol. 
There is no doubt hat the Anti Inflation Program 
has taken the steam out of the drive for ever- 
increasing wages which was evident before the 
program was instituted. The ~riod of cont~l, from 
October 1975 tmtfl now has not been an easy time zor 
Canadians, but there have been some benefits. 
Fil~ures released recently show that the average 
real income of Canadians increased in 1976 by 5.9 per 
cent. Statistics reveal further that Canadian incomes 
increased in three of the last four years. The average 
oncome of Canadians was, in 1973, $6,416. 
By 1976, this figure had risen to $9,314 -- an increase 
of almost 50 per cent. This is an indication that !.he 
wage and price guidelines have worked to rage me 
"steam" out of our inflationalry pressure, withouttoo 
greatly distorting the shape of our economy. They 
have worked -- because Canadians wanted them to. 
With the same degree of co-operation I know we can 
phase ourselves out of the guidelines and into a treer 
economy without any major cirses or shocks. 
Turning to our riding, I am please to advise you that 
the federal department of Public Works has eauou ror 
tenders for improvements othe public wharves in 
Queen Charlotte City and Musset. 
The work to be undertaken includes the installation 
of lighting and a combination of lighting and power 
outlets on the floats. 
The deadline for tenders is November 29, and it is 
hOrn athat the work can be completed this winter. 
more personal note, I was honoured to take 
part in the Remembrance Day Ceremonies inKit, mat 
last week. It was-- as always-- a moving event, and I 
hope that all residents of our area did truly pause to 
relfeet on November 11 on the sacrifices made on our 
behalf by our country's war veterans. For our own 
sake-- and for our children's-- it is a thought we must 
never forget. 
If you have any comments on the above or any other 
matters, please write to me, care of house ox Com- 
mons, Ottawa K1A 0X2. 
Sasquatches 
invade 
LITTLE EAGLE, S.D. 
(AP) -- Many in this 
remote hamlet on 
Standing Rock Indian 
Reservation are con- 
vinced they have been 
invaded by several Big- 
foot. 
And they are afraid. 
Since early September 
three Bigfoet, or 
Sasquatch as they are 
known as in Canada, 
reportedly have haunted 
the thick scrub cot- 
tonwoods that surround 
and fill Little Eagle's 
scattered townsite of 60 
residents. 
Twenty-eight sightings 
have been reported in the 
last two and a half 
months, according to 
Gary Alexander, whose 
general store serves as 
headquarters for the 
Bigfoot hunt. 
The sightings, in- 
volving as many as three 
of the creatures, were 
made from as far away 
as 150 yards and from as 
close as 10 feet, he said. 
LeMar Chasing Hawk 
said he was confronted by 
a Bigfoot lurking 10 feet 
away from him. He said 
the incident ocurred 
around 10:15 p.m. one 
night last September, and 
he has carried a rifle for 
protection ever since. 
NOISE IN BUSH 
Chasing Hawk said he 
was on a path bordered 
b~s crub bushes outside 
hack yard when he 
heard a noise in the 
bushes and saw 
something stand up. It 
was Rigfoet -- about nine 
let tall and weighing over 
600 pounds, he said. 
"I didn't stay around 
long enough to find out 
what it looked like," he 
said. "I turned around 
and ran for home and 
didn't look back." 
Some residents, uch as 
the Rev. Angus Long Elk, 
have decided to leave 
Little Ea~le until the 
furor subsides. 
"I couldn't stand its 
running around shrieking 
all night," he said of 
Bigfoot's coyote-like 
screaming noise. 
"It was doing it all the 
time. And about two 
weeks ago my wife saw it 
at night while she was 
down by the river. She's 
been afraid ever since 
and wanted to leave." 
LEAVING TOWN 
Long Elk, a town 
resident for the last five 
ear.s, said he was 
avmg for the safety of 
McLanghlin, 14 miles to 
the north. 
Alexander said the 
Bigfoot creatures have 
been described as bet- 
ween six and nine feet tall 
and weighing 600-900 
pounds. He saidone of the 
larger animals is 
reported to be dark in 
color and the other light. 
A third Bigfoot repor- 
tedly is smaller, at about 
six feet tall and 400 
pounds, he added. 
Alexander has not seen 
a Bigfoet but said he is 
convinced the reports are 
legitimate. 
"When we've found 
tracks in a row, the stride 
has been 6-7 feet apart," 
he said. "It would take 
three men on stilts to 
make them and get that 
deep an impression." 
Authorities have asked 
hunters not to carry 
weapons for fear of in- 
juring each other, but 
many continue to do so. 
"We're not out to hurt 
it," one hunter said. 
"We're all carrying .22- 
caliber rifles or .22- 
caliber magnums." 
Bigfoet pursuers are 
also armed with 
tranquilizer guns. 
Ed Meller, an unem- 
ployed gravel hauler and 
oil products distributor, 
has set up a mobil 
camper equipped with a 
taps recording system on 
Chasing Hawk's 
property. 
Bigfoot is "pretty 
nosy," Meller 
said."Anything that goes 
on he just has to see." 
The animal showed up 
at the van about two 
weeks ago, and two of 
them appeared twice 
around 4 a.m. last 
Wednesday, he said. 
Milton LaSalle, a New 
York State soils engineer 
who has studied Bigfoot 
sightings on the East and 
West coasts the past 20 
years, traveled to Little 
Eagle last week. 
LaSalle, however, 
won't commit himself 
without more evidence. 
"I won't say it's a Big- 
foot, not until I see it 
myself," he said. 
presses 
boxers 
MADRID (AP) - -  The 
World Boxing Council 
will press its demands on 
worldheavyweight 
champion Muhammad 
Ali and half a ddzen other 
champions to defend 
their titles or lose their 
crowns, WBC president 
Jose Sulaiman of Mexico 
said Monday. 
;'We are going to take 
up. a lot of interesUng 
matters," Sulaiman said 
on the eve of a four-day 
WBC meeting, "and one 
of the most interesting 
will be the obligation of 
heavyweight champion 
Muhammad All to defend 
his title against the 
challenger Ken Norton." 
Sulaiman said before 
the Norton-Jimmy Young 
bout, won by Norton on 
Nov, 6, that All had 60 
days from that date to 
make a commitment to
ht the winner and, 
r making the com- 
mitment, hadsix months 
to fight him. 
Failure to follow either 
stipulation would cost All 
title recognition which 
then wouldgo to Norton, 
Suiai~nan said. 
All, •meanwhile, is 
scheduled to fight Leon • 
Spinks on Feb. 15.in Las 
Vegas, Nev., and the 
WBC will be under 
pressure in connection 
with that fight. 
The Norton camp and 
promoter Don King want 
the WBC to bar Ali from 
fightin$ Spinks and not to 
recogmze the fight as a 
title match, even if Ali 
agrees to fight Norton in 
the meantime. 
Butch Lewis, a vice- 
president of Top Rank, 
Inc., which has signed the 
Ali-Spinks fight, said that 
if the WBC does not give 
the Ali-Spinks fight its 
blessing, there would he 
no problem switching the 
fight to another site. ~ 
Stadium 
eased to 
Ars win 
MONTREAL (CP) -  
The unfinished condition 
of the Olympic Stadium 
may have contributed to
Montreal Alouettes' 41-6 
Grey Cup romp over 
Edmonton Eskimos on 
Sunday• 
The footing on the 
Stadium's frozen ar- 
tificial turf was haz- 
ardous, at best, for the 
Canadian Football 
League final, but Men- 
{real players took advan- 
tage of electricians' 
staple guns to improve 
the|r traction. 
When the Alouettes 
tried the field in their 
initial warm-up, the 
players found they had no 
traction on the turf. 
But as safety Tony 
Proudfoot returned to the 
dressing room, he spotted 
an electrician's taple 
gun and punched nearly a 
hundred staples into the 
soles of his shoes. When 
other players saw the 
traction Proudioot then 
had, there was a 
scramble for the 
remaining staplers. 
SCRAMBLE FOR 
STAPLER 
"When Tony came 
back," said offensive 
captain Barry Randall, 
"there was a scramble 
for the gun. We found two 
more and everybody was 
popping staples into their 
shoes." 
The Eskimos com- 
plained about the .%ot- 
wear in which the 
Alouettes appeared, but 
Hap Sheuldice, CFL 
director of officials, and 
others checked the shoes 
and found nothing wrong. 
Montreal general 
manager Bob Geary said 
before the game that he 
had told the Olympic 
Installations Board that a 
arpaulin should have 
en placed on the field to 
protect it from a 
snowfall. 
"I told them that they 
should put the tarp 
down," said Geary, "but 
they wouldn't listen. 
I 
Serrat fastest 
in slalom 
CRANS MONTANA, 
Switzerland (AP-Reuter) 
- -  France's Fabienne 
Serrat had the: fastest 
times in both runs today 
to win a World Series 
special slalom ski race 
that was marred by a 
record number of falls. 
There were no serious 
injuries. 
Liechtenstein's Hanni 
Wenzel was second, a 
total -of .36 seconds 
behind, followed by, de- 
fending World Cup 
champion Lise-Marie 
Morerod of Switzerland, 
.57 seconds behind the 
winner. 
Only 12 of the ~ 67 
starters finished the 
races after many fell. A 
bump in the upper half of 
the 650-metre course 
claimed most of the 
victims. Among those 
eliminated was Austrian 
superstar Ann,marie 
Moser-Proell. 
The course was hard 
under a bright sun, with 
60 gates staked on the 
first run and 56 on the 
second, faster leg. : 
Serrat had times of 
54.37 and 49.42 for a total 
0f, 103.79. Wenzel was 
clocked in 104.15 and 
Morerod, the favorite, in 
104.36. 
Pamela Behr of West 
Germany was fourth in 
104.57, Ingrid Eberle of 
Austria fifth in 105.71, 
Lea Selker of Austria 
sixth in 106.60, 15-year-old 
Erika Hess of Swit- 
zerland seventh in 107.83, 
Regina Moesenleclmer of
West Germany eighth in 
108.79, Jill Wahlquvist of 
Sweden ninth in 109.78, 
Olga Charvatova of 
Czechoslovakia lOth in 
111.35, Armelle Periuiset 
of France 11th in 117.33 
and Held Preuss of the 
United States 12th in 
133.61. 
The World Series is an 
eigh{race team event for 
both men's and women's 
squads. It serves as a 
warmup for top skiers be- 
fore the WorldCup races 
which begin next week. 
• Today's results left 
Austria in the lead with 44 
points. Switzerland is 
second with 27 and 
France third with eight. 
Right on target 
BRISBANE, Australia 
(Reuter) - -  Canada today 
won the national title in 
the world parachuting 
championships atGatton 
on countback following a 
three-way tie with West 
Germany and the United 
States. 
Championship 
organizers said the title is 
usually decided by 
totalling placings in all 
rounds o f  the eight-and 
four-man events. But 
when this was done 
following today's final 
round Canada, West 
Germany and the United 
States were tied. To 
break the tie, the total 
points awarded to each 
country were tallied, 
giving Canada 111 points, 
~2, ~re ,  t[~q~nkWest Ger- 
many. The United States 
was third with 97. 
Canada was 
represented by Kelly 
Dunn, Mike Zahar, and 
Graham Taylor, all of 
Abbotsford, B.C., Rod 
Harvey, Dennis Cassidy, 
Mike Dorsey and Chris 
MeCuloch, all of Van- 
couver, and Bob Smith of 
Calgary. 
The United States won 
the eight-man event with 
Agentsentenced 
MINEOLA, N.Y. (AP) - -  Sports agent Richard 
Serkln, who stole money from professional 
athletes he represented, was sentenced to up to 
~rec years in prison Monday but was given 120 
days to wrap up his affairs before surrendering. 
Sentence was imposed in Nassau County court 
by Judge Henderson Morrison on Serkln's guilty 
plea last Sept. 20 to seven counts of grand lar- 
ceny. The charges covered theft of more than 
$360,000 from five players on New York Islanders 
of the National Hockey League and two players 
of the National Basketball Association's New 
Jersey Nets, then based in New York. 
• Serkin told the judge he had lost the players' 
money in bad stock investments, but he dropped 
some of it in gambling. J 
The Islanders players who lost money were 
Bob Nystrom, $125,000; Jude Drouth, $56,000; 
Garry Howatt, $55,000; Bob Bourne, $25,000; and 
Lerne Henning, $6,000. The Nets affected were 
Kim Hughes, $42,000, and A! Skinner, $31,000. 
Sorkln, a former sports writer for the Long 
Island newspaper, Newsday, became an agent in 
1972, signing junior hockey stars in Wester~ 
Canada. 
Panty Hose debu 
on the field 
Canadiens 
make trade 
NEW YORK (AP) -- A 
few years ago, when 
quarterback Joe Namath 
played for New York 
Jets, he did a panty hose 
commercial that caused 
something of a stir 
around the National 
Football League. 
Last Sunday Namath's 
old Jets team-mates 
followed his lead• 
Faced with a cold 
weather forecast for the 
game against Pittsburgh 
Steelers, Jets coach Walt 
Michaels ordered panty 
hose for his players. 
"I don't like bulk and 
thermal underwear is 
bulky," Michaels ex- 
plained. "On top of that, 
you sweat in them, which 
adds weight." 
Miehaels said 
astronauts u e panty hose 
and he often wore them 
on the sidelines. "They're 
They also are tough to 
find in sizes that will 
accommodate football 
l aye  r s 
Panager Bill Hampton 
was assigned the task. 
After being laughed off 
at a couple of spots, 
Hampton scored at a 
lower East Side. shop. He 
tried out a couple of 
samples on Friday, using 
rookie fullback Tom 
Newton as a model, and 
then ordered six dozen 
pair at a cost of $90. 
The sizes were 3x and 
4x for hips ranging from 
48 to 58 inches. And, for 
the fashion-conscious, the 
colors were French 
coffee, taupe and pecan 
beige. 
Fullback Clark Gaines 
was impressed. "Now I 
can see how women .get 
42 ,~,ints one more than warm but they're not away with weanng 
We~t" Germany, with bulky." dresses in cold weather." 
France third another two m 
points hack. 
In the four-man team TWO Dlavers 
event, the Canadian team ~"  ~ '  
was first with 73 points, J~_" __ _ _1 0"~CI ~f~_ f~f~ 
Sweden was second with I l F IF-HI  G I  II J 
71 and West Germany . .=..=.----=-v,~=. ~ l , ,~- - -~ ivvv  
third with ,,~., +,-,! ..... :~ ,,~+'HARTFORD, Conn. ,'"!::":':~::'~::'+'+""+.+~:~(cp):'- The World 
}+ ' ....... " "~~Hoc'k'ey Associa ti 
MONTREAL CP - amateur draft, has been 
Centre Peter Mahovlieh with Nova Scotia 
and rightwinger Petr Lee 
were sent by Montreal 
Canadiens to Pittsburgh 
Penguins today in ex- 
change for centre Pierre 
Larouch and future 
considerations. 
The deal •between the 
two National Hockey 
League. teams was an- 
nounced 10 hours before 
they were scheduled to 
meet at the Forum here. 
Mahovlich, a 6-foot-5 
native of Timmins, Ont., 
had three goals and five 
assists while en limited 
duty this season with the 
Canadiens. 
He had been with 
Montreal since 1969 when 
he was acquired from 
Detroit Red Wings along 
with Bart Crashiey for 
Gary Monahan and Doug 
Piper. 
Mahovlich'sbest 
season with the 
";anadiens was 1974-75 
~hen he had 35 goals and 
82 a~sists for 1,? points. 
The f~llowing year he had 
105 points, including 34 
goals, but last year he 
slipped to 15 goals and 47 
assists for 62 points. 
The 31-year-old brother 
of Frank Mahovlicli, now 
announced Monday that 
it has assessed fines 
totalling $2,600 and has 
suspended two players 
for a total of five games, 
resulting from a incident 
during a game last 
Saturday between New 
England Whalers and 
Edmonton Oilers. 
The league has 
scheduled hearings to 
deal with incidents that 
marred two other recent 
games. 
One was a brawl 
Sunday night at Winnipeg 
between the Jets and 
Birmingham Bulls which 
resulted in 144 minutes in 
penalties at 7:04 of the 
second period. The other 
was a fight last Thursday 
at Birmingham with 
Cincinnati Stingers and 
the Bulls receiving a total 
of 73 minutes early in the 
first period. 
Because of the brawl in 
Hartford, which resulted 
in 119 minutes in 
penalties at 15:41 of the 
second period, Dave 
Semenko of the Oilers 
was suspended for three 
games and left winger 
George Lyle of the 
Whalers, last season's 
rookie of the year, will sit 
out the next two games. 
• Fined were the 
~vil  nil p la~e r 
Semenko, $1,350, Butch 
Deadmarsh, $100, and 
Gary MacGregor, $50, all 
of Edmonton; Jack 
Voyageurs of the Ameri- 
can Hockey League all 
season. 
He was the 12th overall 
ick in the amateur draft 
te ra  brilliant junior 
career with Ottawa 67s of 
the Ontario Hockey 
Association Major Junior 
League. 
Larouch, Pittsburgh's 
first choice and eighth 
overall in the 1974 
amateur draft, had on 
several occasions asked 
to be traded. 
A graduate of Sorel 
Black Hawks of the 
Quebec Major Junior 
Hockey League, the 22- 
year-old centre enjoyed 
hs best season with the 
Penguins in 1975-76, when 
he had 53 goals and 59 
assists for 111 points. 
Last season he had 63 
points on 29 goals and 34 
assists. In 2 games this 
year, he had six goals and 
five assists for 11 points. 
The Canadiens would 
not say what the future 
considerations in the 
trade would be, although 
it is likely to be and 
amateur draft choice. 
Carlson, $600, Lyle, $350, 
and Mike Rogers, Rick 
Ley and Gordie Roberts, 
$50 each, all with New 
England. 
Thepunishments were 
handed out by  Larry 
Gordon, WHA executive 
director, reponsible for 
carrying out league 
discipline. 
of Birmingham Bulls of 
the Wor ld  Hockey 
Association, has been 
booed several times 
during the last two 
seasons by Montreal 
fans. 
• Lee, Montreal's first 
draft choice in the .1976 
l;v THE CANADIAN 
PREJS 
REMEMBER WHEN . 
Eddie Thompson of 
Toronto Baln ", •Jeach, 
one of Canada's finest 
football players, was an- 
nounced as the winner of 
the Ontario Rugby 
Football Union trophy or 
sportsmanshipand 
success 38 years ago 
tonight--in 1939: 
Thompson and 36 other 
RCAFofficers were lost 
in 1943 when their troop 
transport was torpedoed 
in the Atlantic. 
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Stabler steps in 
OAKLAND (AP) -- 
Quarterback Ken Stabler 
dispelled any doubts of 
his physical condition by 
throwing three touch- 
down passes and Mark 
van Eeghen cracked the 
1,000-yard rushing mark 
for the season Monday 
night, as Oakland 
Raiders rolled to a 34-13 
National Football League 
victory over Buffalo 
Bills. 
Stabler, who suffered a
knee injury eight days 
earlier in a loss to San 
Diego, completed seven 
of 12 passes for 166 yards 
in the victory which kept 
the Super Bowl cham- 
pions, 9-2, one game 
behind Denver Broncos in 
the American Football 
Conference's West 
Division. 
The left-hander retired 
after three quarters with 
the Raiders leading 34-13. 
Unethical 
tactics 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Coach George Allen of 
Washington Redskins 
said Monday that Dallas 
Cowboys used unethical 
tactics in heating his 
team and virtually 
eliminating them from 
the National Football 
League playoffs. 
Allen said Dallas punt 
snapper D.D.  Lewis 
moved his hips on a 
crucial play, pulling the 
Redskins' Pete Wysooki 
offside. The penalty led to 
the decidingtouchdown 
by the Cowboys in Sun- 
day's 14-7 victory in 
Dallas. 
He also said the 
Cowboys went after Mark 
Moseley, who missed 
three field goal attempts, 
on every kickoff and 
"took a cheap shot at him 
when he was down.", 
'Allen was questioned 
by reporters about 
Washington right guard 
Terry Hermeling, who 
was caught having a 
greasy substance n his 
uniform and was 
removed for four plays 
until it was wiped off er 
his jersey changed. 
GREASE A JOKE 
"You asked me about a 
little grease, which is 
really a joke," said Allen. 
"The things, I think, the 
Cowboys did were very 
anethieal." 
Before and after the 
V i las  Redskins' first meeting 
with Dallas, the Cowboys 
complained that Moseley victo~ kicked with an illegal, 
heavy shoe. Allen saidhe 
BUENOS AIRES, didn't know if they asked 
Argentina (AP) -- that he shoo be inspected 
Argentine Guiilermo before Sunday's game. 
Vilas upset Chile's No. 1 
player, Jaime Fillol, 6-2, 
7-5, 3-6, 0-3 and clinched 
the final of the $20,000 
Argenine Open tennis 
championship Monday. 
The 25-year-old Vilas, 
tops in the 1977 Grand 
Pr ix  in ternat iona l  
standings and winner of 
the U.S. Open this yem, 
had some difficult 
against he Chilean, wh} 
never has defeated the 
Argentine. 
It was Vilas's fifth con- 
secutive victory in the 
Argentine Open. 
Vflas breezed through 
the first set, but lapsed 
into errors in the second, 
losing three games to 
love in a row. Fillol't@ok a
4-0 lead. 
Vilas, howeverts.~broke 
Fillol's service in~ next 
game, then won ,hie next 
four games in /t .long, 
close series, fl j: 
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School District No, 88 
(TERRACE) 
Applications are invited for tlae following positions to commence 
January 3, 1978. 
I . ,  Grade 5 .6  _.Background in athlet ics,  especially basketball 
would be an asset. 
2. Grade6 -Background in Art,  Music, or Elementary 
French would be an asset. 
3. Grade 6 - 7 -Sufficient knowledge to teach Elementary 6and 
desired. 
4. Grade 6 .7  _This is a new position to alleviate some ovei~. 
crowding. ~ 
5. Jr. Sec. Science_ Biological sciences, background preferred. 
Please forward applications with supporting documents promptly 
to: 
Mr. F. ~ .  Hamilton 
District Superintendent of Schools 
Box 460 
Terrace, B.C, VBG 4B$ 
============================================================================================================================= 
Van Eeghen became 
the AFC's leading rusher 
with a 143-yard per- 
formance that included a
27-yard gain which set up 
one of Pete Banaszak's 
pair of one-yard touch- 
down plunges. Van 
Eegben now has 1,011 
yards for the season. 
Stabler took a hard shot 
from charging defensive 
lineman Mike Kadish as 
he released the ball on his 
first completion of the 
game, a38-yard gainer to 
running back Clarence 
Davis. But he got up 
spryly and ended an 80- 
yard drive with a 28-yard 
touchdown pass to Cliff 
Branch for the game's 
first points. 
Branch snared a 12- 
ard pass from Stabler in 
e third quarter for the 
touchdown which put 
Oakland in control 27-13. 
The other touchdown 
pass was a 44-yarder to 
Fred Biletnikoff late in 
the first quarter. 
Biletnikoff was ejected 
from the game in the 
third quarter, feeling he 
had two touchdown 
catches taken away, after 
he bumped an official 
who refused to call in- 
terference on a Stabler 
pass into the end zone. 
Van Eeghen registered 
his second consecutive 
1,000-yard season with his 
output Monday night. 
Banaszak, the 12-year 
veteran, picked up the 
56th and 51st ouchdowns 
of his career. 
The Bills, 2-9, pulled to 
within 13-10 early in the 
second quarter when 
quarterback Joe Fer- 
guson threw a 29-yard 
touchdown pass to John 
Kimbrough. Their other 
points came on field goals 
of 33 and 40 yards by Car- 
son Long. 
I II 
nOTIC i  
1978 
BUSINESS LIOENOE 
Stabler, who sat out 
most of the practice i 
week, showed only a few 
rough spots, A pass near 
the endof  the second : 
quarter was intercepted 
by Tony Greene, and : 
Stabler fumbled away a : 
snap from centre arly in : 
the third quarter, with : 
Buffalo recovering at the : 
Oakland 27 and cashing in : 
with the 40-yard field goal :: 
which made the score 20- : 
13. 
The Raiders then drove " 
63 yards, with Stabler's ! 
24-yard pass to Bilet- 
nikoff opening the march i 
toward their fourth ..] 
touchdown. 
Biletnikoff made a 
diving catch in the end 
zone, but officials ruled 
he had {rapped the ball, 
and Stabler threw the 
touchdown pass to 
Branch three plays later. 
On Oakland's next 
possession, cornerback 
Mario Clarke tangled 
with Biletnikoff in the end ~:: 
zone as the veteran v: 
receiver was trying for :.: 
another touchdown catch. 
The Raiders drew an 
unsportsmanlike conduct .... 
penalty for Biletnikuff's .;.: 
outburst, and Errol ~ 
Mann's fieldgoal attempt =,:. 
from 46 yards was wide. 
It was the fifth field ,,'~ 
goal miss of the season ::, 
for Mann, who missed his :::'. 
first extra-point attempt 
of the year after Oak- :'. 
land's first touchdown..';; 
He had made his first 28 .:': 
conversion t r ies . . . ' ;+ .+ 
The Raiders got the ,~.: 
bail back immediately 
after Mann missed the :,:, 
field goal as Jack Tatum ~.:~ 
recovered a fumble deep :::; 
in Buffalo territory. Van 
Eeghen and Banaszak ,::. 
moved the hall 20 yards ::~- 
on the short scoring drive 
that followed, hc 
; ~;7 
"dZ 
INVOICES; " 
Have now been mailed to all 1977 Iicenced 
businesses. If your firm or business has not 
received an invoice contact the District of 
Terrace immediately.  Anyone doing 
business within the District of Terrace 
without a valid licence is subject to 
prosecution. 
Signed, 
T.G. Chesterman, 
Licence Officer. 
District of Terrace 
Last call for 
YELLOW PAGE LISTINGS 
KITIMAT - TERRACE 
& AREA DIRECTORY 
\ 
.< 
THE YELLOW PAGES SECTION of your new telephone directory 
is closing NOWl Are your listings O.K.? 
We're sounding the final alarm today• So. please check all of your listings 
and make sure they're correct. Here are the points to watch for: - -  
Are you listed under all the headings you should be under? 
Can your customers find you easily? 
Are your key employees and their positions in order? 
Are all the firms you represent listed? 
Have you double-checked all names, addresses and numbers? 
EXTRA YELLOW PAGE LISTINGS COST SO LITTLE - MEAN SO MUCH. 
CALL OUR BUSINESS OFFICE ABOUT YOUR EXTRA LISTINGS TOOAYt 
. . , . - .  
:..:; 
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38. WiNTED MISC. The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within le days of exp;ry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mail ing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publicstlon. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
smouet paid by the ad. 
vertleer for only me in- 
correct Insertion for the 
partloo of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
and. that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any parson because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
.47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
48 SUITES 
FOR RENT 
57 
AUTOMOBILES 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, at. 
ternoons 
PUBLISHER 
W.R. (Bill) Loiselle 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States ot America 1 
year 51.00. 
BOx 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VBG 2M9 
Telephone: 
!12.604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
1.COMING EVENTS 
14, 'BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
Eckankar presents a film 
and public lecture Sunday, 
December 4 at 7:30 p.m. 
Held at 5112 Graham. For 
further Information call 635. 
6479 Glen Shephard (area 
rap.) 
Terrace Italian Canadian 
Club will be holding their 
Annual Christmas Dance 
Dec. 3rd 1977. Starting at 8 
p.m. at the Terrace Arena 
Banquet Room. Hot supper 
will be served at 11 p.m. 
Music by the Comancheroes. 
For tickets phone any 
member of call Kalum 
Electric. 
"The Terrace Art 
Association Is holding a 
"picture loan" on December 
6th, at 8 p.m. In the Terrace 
library arts room. Paintings 
Ihould be returned at 7:30 
p.m. so they can be put on 
display for selection. The 200 
original paintings will be 
available for selection at 8 
p.m. Everyone welcome... 
Thank you. 
There will be a Christmas 
CLASS IF IED RATES tree sale Dec. 9th, 10th, 16th 
and 17th at the Co-op parking 
LOCAL ONLY: let and next to the Bank of 
20 words or less $2.00 per Commerce. They will be $3, 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 S5 and S7. You can call in 
cents per word. orders for trees at 635-4060. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions $1.50 per insertion. NOTICE 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
S1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publlcatlen day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Discussion & lecture open to 
all persons on "Women & 
Unions" with Astrld 
Davldson Thur. Dec. 1, 1977 7 
p.m. - 10 p.m. Northwest 
Community College Room 
202. For information please 
call Community Education 
Services 635.4931. 
There wilt be a meeting of 
the Planned Parenthood 
Association November 30 at 
8:00 p.m. in the basement of 
the Public Library. Anyone 
Interested welcome fo at- 
tend. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-$320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhill 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 10 who are in- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
Service charge of $5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and-or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
There is a Christmas Bake 
and Craft sale at Co.op 
Shopping center Dec. 17th 
(Saturday) from 10.6 p.m., 
featuring many bake goods, 
breads, canning, quilts, 
weaving, plllows, metal 
work, Christmas stockings 
and wreaths and many 
more. 
. Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
-Thornhlll Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1: 30 
.4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics- N~n. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 - to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic. 3:00 p.m. every 
Men. & Thurs. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structive parent you really 
want to be. 
All inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635-4419 
Jane 638-8302. 
Nutrition classes will be held 
Nov. 9-16-23-30th in the St. 
Matthews Anglican Church 
basement starting at 7:00 to 
9. Everyone is welcome that 
is Interested in learning how 
to prepare good nutritious 
main couse meals with out 
using meat, plus how to 
make different breads and 
salads. 
There is a registration fee 
of $15.00. (nc4) 
Thornhlll Jr. Secondary 
School concert band is 
sponsoring a Bingo Thurs. 
Dec. 1 at 8 p.m. in the 
Thornhlll Junior Secondary 
School Library. Admission 
is $2.00 which includes the 
first Bingo card and 10 cents 
for each additional card per 
game. Prizes galore. 
THE TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION Is sponsoring 
a pre-Chrlstmas ale of arts 
and crafts on Dec. 3 from 5 
p.m. • 7 p.m. and on Dec. 4 
from 10 a.m. • 5 p.m. In the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons - Patterns - Ac- 
cessories 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638.1409 
(cff4mo.18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
CERAMICS BY PEARL 
Workshop. Call 635-3854 for 
further Information. 
(ctf.feb14-78) 
HELP WANTED: Jour- 
neyman Heavy Duty 
Mechanic requlred for 
Pi'opene Company, 
specializing in propane 
carboration installation and 
maintenance of company 
delivery fleet. Propane 
carboratlon experience an 
asset. Contact Cegas 
Product Ltd., Calgary 
Alberta, 403.287.1951. (c5.2) 
Northwestern B.C. Otfi~e 
Equipment Co. requires two 
service men for their 
copying division. In- 
dividuals must be self 
motivated and able to meet 
the public. Some electronic 
background or mechanical 
apptltude very helpful. 
Training course is provided 
plus on the lob follow up 
training: Good salary, 
commission on supply sales. 
Potential of $15,000 to $25,000 
annual Income. App ly  in 
writing to 
Box 1169, Terrace Daily 
Herald, 3212 Kalum, 
Terrace, B.C. (c3-2) 
WANTED: Required a 
babysitter as of January 3, 
1978 to care for 2 children 
ages 3 and 4 years In my 
home. Phone 638.1667 after 6 
p.m. (c5.1) 
R.N. or R.N.A. required for 
part-time work to perform 
ear piercing. If you enjoy 
meeting the public, are 
fashion conscious and well 
groomed call 416.624.2444. 
(c2.1) 
FOR SALE: C.B. Radio, 23 
channel single sideband base 
or mobile Phone 635.7679 
after 6 p.m. (p3-w,th,f) 
GREENHOUSES 
HOBBY AND 
INDUSTRIAL  
33 FOR SALE 
MISC, 
In Stock or WIll Custom Build. 
GREENHOUSE 
Now buying Fine Arts and 
Indian Antiquities. 
Write to: 
Mrs. L. MacDonald 
11577. 149 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
TSM lW9 
(otf-PL-D18) 
3 bedroom trailer majority 
furnished. $200 per month 
plus trailer space rental. 
Contact Maurice Bolduc at 
635.2947 in Thornhill (p13.4) 
THE TERRACE LITTLE 
THEATRE Is presenting a 
Christmas program for 
children and families, 
featuring the Three Little 
Pigs, Santa Claus and music 
on the afternoons of Dec. 10 
and 11th in the Little Theatre 
Building on Kelum. Please 
pick up the 50c tickets at 
McColls Real Estate, after 
Dec. 1, to reserve a space. 
A committee of local people 
interested in building a 
complex to house pre.school 
programs, day care, the 
child.minding centre, an arts 
and crafts area and other 
facil it ies for Interested 
groups, are meeting on Dec. 
7, at 7:30 p.m. in the Daycare 
Centre on Park Ave. to form 
e society. Any Interested 
persons welcome. Jane 
Pitch 638-1233. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. brother, Carloman, were frlge. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting crowned co-rulers of cupancy. 
and household repalrs. France in 768 AD. required. 
Phone 635-5876 or 638.1231. (p5.3) 
(ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrical Con 
tractlng. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635.5876 or 638.1231. 
(ctf) 
EXPANDING CANADIAN 
OIL COMPANY needs 
dependable person who can 
work without supervlslon. 
Earn $14,000 per year plus 
bonus. Contact customers 
around Terrace. We train. 
Write A. H. Dick, Pres., 
Southwestern Petroleum, 
Brempton, Ont. LBT 2J6. 
I - 2 bedroom house, fur- 
nished, In Thornhlll, suitable 
for single or couple. Phone 
635-5775, 635-5874 (C2-21) 
2 bedroom apt. for rent with 
frldge and stove, oll heat, 
free laundry facilities." No 
pets. $139 per month. 3145 
River Drive. Phone 635.6445 
(df)(c5-4) 
FOR RENT: Two bedroom 
duplex with fridge and stove 
available January 1, 1978. 
Working couple preferred 
and no pets please. Location 
at 3318A Sparks St. Phone 
635-5091 (p3-2) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Lift le Avonue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, cen. 
trally located. Full' 
turn Ished. Reasonabl 
rates by day or week. Non 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (ctf) j 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
.~uite 113 
T~r~ce~. B~-C. '~:"  
FIBREGLA'SS : 635-7056 ;'" 
Q'ystalclearao-ylic New I, 2 and 3 bedroom 
20 Years warranty suites "for rent. Fridge, 
~oR00 so. ft. in stock, all grades 
Vvldth to fifty and a half inch stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
lengths to tv, enty.four feet. area, sauna and pool table, 
SpeclalPrlces with security Interphone 
WriteorPhe~ and elevator. Absolutely 
NU FAB no pets. (ctf) 
INDUSTRIES 
22470 Fraser I~ .  
Langley, B.C KEYSTONE COURT 
Phone 112.520.~01 APARTMENTS 
FOR SALE: 30 gal. 
aquarium with Biozonlc Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. 
filter, 2 bulb light cuver, One ,  two and "thre( 
heater, assorted fish and bedroom apartments. 
stand. Reasonably priced at Laundry & storage area. 
$120. Phone635.6802. (c5-2) Near schools and down 
town. Clean, quiet, 
FOR SALE: "xmas spacious, security Iockul: 
Decorations" unique and and patrol. 
unusual X-mas decorations (ctf) 635-5224 
bobbles, holly berries, paper 
mache, animals, and much 
more. Wlnterland General FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
Store. 3210 Kalum St., duplex suite for rent on 
Terrace, (c5-2) Queensway. $190 per month. 
Heat Included. Phone 635- 
~ s  2837. (c3-2) ,, . : . .  
at 10c, 25c, 5Oc. NJln. order . , ,.r~, "~ 
$5.00. All orders C.O.D. KALUMGAItDENS 
Complete satisfaction or 3 bedroom apartment for 
money refunded, rent, some with basement 
Wm.W. Larkln and carport, private en- 
Canyon View trance and patio. To view 
Placer Mines see full time caretaker at 
Rock Creek, B.C. Apt. No.8 on' Scott Ave. east 
(c15-21) of Kalum or phone 635-4841. 
(ctf) 
OliMon 
FOR SALE: Registered Manor 
Alaska~t/~lamute pups for 
sale. Top~j~owline. Sired by Furnished or unfurnlshe¢ 
Naksola,~j~llver Tip Pace. studio or 1 bedroom 
Reg. No.~#.N. 73117, Dam apartments. Securlt 
Tro-Tan'sjz~lackie Reg. No. enterphone. Sauna. 
DYD295,~R.eady Dec. 4, 1977. 635.3941 
First come first pick. Phone 638-1032 
846-5395. (c3-21) FOR RENT: 2 bedroom 
duplex. 5 minute walk ta all 
Charlemagne and his shopping centres, stove & 
Immediate oc- 
References 
Phone 635-2034'. 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25"x 36" 
12 sheets only- 3.75 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St, Terrace 
r f  
FOR SALE: 76 Cellca Lift 
back. Excellent condition. 
13,000 miles, asking $4,700. 
Phone 635-6911. (c4-2} 
FOR SALE: In Thornhilh 3 
bedroom, 1 level, 1,950 sq. ft. FOR SALE: 1976 Ford 
private t= acre dead end st Bronco, 12,000 miles. Phone 
split level cedar  pall 635.2044. (c5-2) 
crossing creek. Large rec - , 
room, wet bar, fireplace, c-' 1976 Chev a= 4X4 VB, 4 speed, 
5'x10' pool tabel. Low taxes, P.S., P.B., dual tanks 19,000 
$39,500. Phone to view 635- miles. Price $6,300. Phone 
4350. (P10.4) 574.4953 Surrey (c7.21) 
73 VW Van, Low mileage. 
Radial tires, best offer. 
Rambler 1965, best offer. 
Motor in good condition. 
Phone 635-4738 after 5 p.m. 
(c3-2) 
1971 Mazda pickup $850. 1971 
Datsun pickup $850. 1973 
Ford pickup 3/~ ton F250 
$1950. Phone 635.6636 (c3-2) 
FOR SALE: SKB Auto 
Salvage Motors; 77 Pontiac 
400 blue block 150 miles. 77 
Ford 302, 800 miles. 77 
Datsun 1400cc 2800 miles, 75 
Ford 360 34,000 miles. 77 
Chev 250 with 10,000 miles. 
For more Information. Call 
Ken 635.2333 (c5.21) 
FOR SALE: 1976 W924 
Kenworth Logging Truck 
with new electric scales 
additional parts and ac- 
cessories. 4' Fentaln sliding 
fifth wheel. Phone 849.8349 
(c5-2) 
1977 Ford E.150 window van. 
Excellent condition, 19,000 
miles, automatic va, P.S., 
P.B., tape deck, summer- 
winter radials. Asking $6100. 
Phone 846.5875. (c3.21) 
FOR SALE: 1973 Chevelle S. 
W in excellent condition. 
with P.S., P.B., radio, tape 
deck, Michelin tires, low 
mileage. This is a one owner 
well '.cared for auto. $2800 
Phone 635.6802. (c5-2) 
.~,..:'; ~ .~ 
CLEARANCE SALE 
OF 
EXPERIENCED CARS 
1966 Buick Sedan 
1966 Chev Impala 
1969 Falr Sin. Wgn. 
1972 Torlno Wgn. 
1973 Pont. H.T. 
1974 Ford H.T. 
1972 Ford 4x4 
1972 Chev V= Ton 
1975 Ford ~/a Ton 
1975 Ventura H.B. 
1974 GMC ~/~ Ton 
1973 Ford ~/4 Ton 
1974 Chev o/~ Ton 
1974 Datsun B210 
1974 Datsun Sth. Wgn. 
1975 Chevelle Mallbou 
1975 Torlno 4 Door 
13V2 Ft. Traller 
22 Ft. River Boat 
1974 Coronet 4 Dr. 
1970 Chev. 4 Door 
1973 8V2 ft. Camper 
1963 Chev Camper Vat 
1969 Merc Stn. Wgn. 
1975 Chev. Suburban 
10x50 Mobile Home 
To Be Sold by Dec. 10. 
Offers " Will Be Con. 
sidered. 
Copper Mtn. Ent. Ltd. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East 
Terrace 
635-4373 DL0060SA 
N OT IC E 
SEALED TENDERS, 
marked New Gas Fired 
Furnaces for Skeenavlew 
Lodge Occupat!onal 
Therapy Building, 4011 
Sparks St., Terrace, B.C. 
will be accepted by the 
Honourable the Minister, 
Deparmtent of Public 
Works, care of Foreman of 
FOR SALE: 1975 Glendale Works, 4827 Keith Avenue, 
Elmonte 12'x66' 3 bedroom Terrace, B.C. up to 2 p.m., 
unfurnished. Set up and December 15, 1977. 
skirted complete wJth Tendering documents may 
fireplace and 2 additions, beobtained from Ministry of 
first is 7'xl2' Insulated and Public Works, 4827 Keith 
panelled, second is 7'x7'with Avenue, Terrace, B.C. and 
14' covered and carpeted also viewed at 4827 Keith 
porch. Phone 635.7645 after 5 Avenue, Terrace, B.C. on 
p.m. or view at No.27 and after November 30, 1977. 
Timberland Trai ler Park 
(c10.21) 
MUST SELL: 8'x44' trailer 
with Joey shack, In excellent 
condition. New wiring with 
electric and propane heat. 
$3500.00. Phone John at 635- 
5850 or 635-7324. (P10-4) 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
H.J. Morlok 
Foreman of Works 
for Minister of Public Works 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, British Columbia 
The first known mention of soup was made by Pliny in 
the first century. He noted that some Germanic tribes 
washed their hair with a mixture of tallow and ashes. 
An Asian tribe sets aside eight days a year when no work, 
bathing or visiting is done in order to give the spirit of 
rice a rest. 
;..;_-:.;:;:;:::,:. .'.:.:~';:: :: ... :.::::;:;:::;:.:;:.:, :....;:...:....: - ..-. :. :.:. :.: ;:.:.:. ....:. :.: :: .:, :.:;::: v 
/! Used Cars or Sale ::ii:: 
::: i:!: 
iii 1976 HONDA CiViC Radio, Sunroof, 4 Spd. iiii 
":: 1975 MONTEGO P.S., P.B. Auto :i:! 
~i:." 1974 METEOR RIDEAU 500 P.S., P.B., Auto ?.'- 
i:i: 1974 AUDI FOX Front.wheel drive, 4 Spd. ;.!" 
;..'.'.." 1973 NOVA HATCHBACK 3 Spd., V8, Standard i:i 
i:i: 1972 PINTO 3 Dr., Auto, Tape-radio :!: 
:.':: 1974 CHEV ! TON P.S., P.B., Auto, Dual Wheels :::: 
';iii 1974 FORD ~/4 TON 360,4Spd :::~ 
¢.'." 1973 FORD CREW CAB 360, 4 Spd., Steel Box, !i!: 
ii: Trailer.hook up. i:! 
~ VI SW AT 3103 blakeburn St. :ii! 
:i: OR PHONE MIKE AT 635.6567' ::: 
!ii OR iiii 
ii~ . 635-4728 :::: 
:i: ' DEALE R NO. 01683A i'i 
~:~;:~:;:;~:~;:;:~:~'~.~.~:~:~:~:~.:~:~:.;~.~;.~:~:~:~;~;~;~v~:~:~:~:~::: 
ANTIQUES- ANTIQUES 
-ANTIQUES 
]~ Just arrived at Queensway Trading 3215 
Kalum. A large selection of quality. 
- Antique Furniture 
- Brass & Copperware ~( 
.b, 
- Clocks ~. 
- Tools 
- Stereos 
- Radios .x 
~ - Knick Knacks 
- 8 Tracks ~( 
- Cassettes 
- And Much More -t( 
~(~ Come in and Browse 
Use your Chargex. Master Charge 
A small deposit will hold anything til Xmas. ~( 
We Buy, Sell, Trade & Deliver. 
.~ Phone 638-1613 ? 
Open Six days a week 9:30 til 6:00 Fridays 
]~ til 9:00. I 
******************************* 
Oarriers for 
Daily Ilerald 
required 
immediately in 
TERRAOE and 
THORNHILL areas, 
Extra earnings, 
PHONE 
636-6357 
ii/!/il 
66. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1975 Dodge ~'~ club cab 4x4, 
V8 eutometlc P.S., P.B. , 
camperlzed canopy and 
~i bumpers $1500 wheels and 
~ tires. 29,000 miles on It. 
'/~;~, Asking $6,900 Phone 574.4953 
Surrey (c7.21) 
, / 
MOV I NG 77 ? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
DNE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
rHROUGHOUT WESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112.800.663.3478 
BUDGET RENTA TRUCK 
70. 
LIVESTOCK 
FORSALE: Cherolela Bulls 
for Isle - purebred or per- 
centage - palled. Also one 
purebred with horns. R. 
Perry 849.$404. (pS.21) 
J oe. e , ' ,ps  up. .. do+..n, you o, Wde,, yea.': took out l - 
yor those xtro catones m taeyooa you eat, And take special care to eat foods rick in dietary I 
fibre to help tn re&ulatinl your body system. . . " . J 
EATING NUTRITIOUSLY IN 
THE GOLDEN YEARS 
DISCERNING ADULTS. 
Shop discreetly by mall. 
Send $1.00 for our latest fully 
Illustrated catalogue of 
marital aids for both ladles 
end gentlemen. Dlrect 
Action Marketing Inc. Dept. 
U.K., P.O. Box 3268, Van. 
couvor, B.C. V6B 3X9. (off) 
BUSINESS OP. 
PORTUNTIES: For male by 
owner - Retail Music Store • 
Interior B.C. • 1977 sales of 
pre.recorded music, hl.fl 
stereo, accessories end 
musical Instruments ex- 
ceeding 300,000 • eacurkl 
meier brands. Long lease of 
very attractive new medwn 
pramleas centrally located. 
Interested parties only - no 
agents please. For further 
Information write Owner 
BOX 151, care of the Tribune, 
188 North l it Ave., Williams 
LAke, B.C. V2G IYO. 
The elderly are an much affec- 
ted by unbalanced diets u any 
age group. They should espe- 
dally beware of calofles they 
won't bum offend add more foods 
rich in fibre. 
Overweight can occur eusdy 
vdth the,elderly because they 
haven't chosen foods vdth fewer 
calories to suit their usury less 
active lives, Rather than foods 
vdth ~gh nu~flonal value such as 
~ults and veimbles, they may 
snack too much on sweets end the 
like which are low in nutritive 
value and high in calories. 
The Kellou Nutdllon Council 
lays that v~ety Is the key tq a 
balanced diet, Adequate protein," 
~m~ns. minerals and c~bahy- 
dram should be consumed ach 
day. 
Animal protein found in mes~ 
fish, POUlW land cheese should be 
offered ally. The same goes for 
im~ins found in cereals and 
vegetables. 
Meat should be out into small 
ptOcel to iu/t the many lrlib'/el 
who find chewin~ di~Icuit with 
faulty dentures, Too little protein 
may cause fat/gut and suscep- 
tibility to infs~on. 
Vitamins and minerals are 
important to the aged, but many 
mrs f~  to eliminate dairy pro. 
ducts from their diets, thus 
cr~atini calcium deficiencies. 
Yssmhles and ~r~te can help. 
and will be more ~ccep~d flout in 
i l  pieces and cooked until soft 
to make chewing euler. 
Appetite Is often J~o~l in 
later yea  when taste and smell 
becomes less sensitive. Eye 
mppo~ mad tam mppealoan hein. 
creme by psy~ more attention 
to flavor and seuon~. 
Cerhobydrmo are advisable 
but. since there are more c~c  
• restrictlOus for the elderly; car- 
bohydrates might be i~  needed 
i st other times of life, 
Older people shouid be ell- 
cour~d to l  plenty of fiu~ 
and take some physical ~vlty. 
Adding foods with fibre helpe 
keeps the deserve symm rq~lar 
end, In fact, recent roisemh 
shows fibre my help eliminate 
certain dlsenes of ~ lower in. 
~t/nsl UsoL 
Plhre is found k many Fruits 
end vog~lu  mch uu broccoli. 
br~sel Spe~u~, bbage, C~rOU. 
e~pl~t and squash. One of the 
holt souroel of dietary, fibre is 
bran, the outermmt layer of the 
grain seed or kernel, Most of the 
8rsln's nutrients, lnoludinS vats- 
ml~ andmiamls, are a~oind~ 
partofthe s ed. Bran cerets m an 
effective .and easily obtained 
murce of fibre, a sub~ace ne- 
.ms ,~ m all.,~,. 
:. withm m,,m aU=- 
tionally~ balanced dim and 
csiodc levek suited to .their 
seede, the elderly should mike a 
point of vtiltlM thek duc~s 
re~lerly. 
MarshWorld 
SUNDEV~' 
PLANT 
t 
t'~t 
r~ " " ,  ,%i"  
:: 
INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS - The Sundew (Dromre 
rotundifolla) and the Pitcher Plant (Sarraeenle 
purpures) ere two strange insectivorous plents 
which grow in bogs. 
Insects attracted to the Sundew are trapped by o 
sticky fluid secreted by glandular heirs on the 
leaves. The leaves gradually fold around e trapped 
insect ond absorb its juices. 
The Pitcher Plant hss hollow pitcher like leaves 
half filled with water. The inside of the "pitcher" 
and the lips around the rim are covered with down- 
ward pointing hairs; which help to trap insects. 
Ducks Unlimited iCagada) lto - '76 
Naked man 
j:a.i',I es 
• ' / , ° *L.., ; 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  A:  f l~r  
prisoner taken to " va~s~ into a sl 
Bellevue Hospital after Police said th 
complaining .of stomach arrested him ea 
c ramps  walked naked ,ha day on gran~ 
throu~ the halls, down and disorderly. 
the stake and out of the c~arges, 
institution after taking a The guard  
shower. ' realize there had 
He peeled a guard 
during h i s  walkout 
Monday, but the guard!s 
head was.turned because 
he was opening the d®r  
for a woman in a 
wheelchair.. 
Police said the escapee, 
Harvey Adolphos, 25, of 
Manhattan, left a trail of 
wet footpr ints as he 
marched down the 10th- 
corr idor and 
tairwel l .  
ey had 
rlier in 
diareeny 
r~onduet 
did not 
been an 
emape until  a doe,or 
came .to dotes ts  on 
Adolphos and saw the wet  
.foOtprints in the hall. 
• .. The,;eseape took  place 
in mldaf ternoon in  a 
section of midtown 
•-Manhat tan  near the East  
River. 
• Nobody on the street 
reported anytidng 
unusual, and Adolpho~ 
was still at large today. 
i i i m 
me? I have chan~ed beauty operators four times in the last 
year because all these girls do is talk, talk, talk. 
I am not interested intheir private affairs, and I have no 
desire to talk about mine. My husband says it's the same 
way in his barber shop. The barbers talk the men's ears 
off, too. People who work in offices and stores can'~ be 
jabbering to their customers or clients about everything 
under the sun. They have to keep their minds on their 
work. 
I would appreciate total silence so much while I m 
getting my hair done that I would gladly pay a double tip 
for it. How can th/s be accomplished? 
NOGOSSIP 
Her Quiet Guy 
Might Just Be. Shy • 
By Abigail Van Buren 
® 1977 by The Ohloi0o Trlbune.N,Y,New| 8ynd. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: I am going with a man who is very 
intelligent, articulate andinformed. The proble4n is, he 
hardly opens hie mouth when we're in the company of 
others (especially strangers). 
I desperately wish he would speak up so others would 
know how bright he is, but he just sits there as though e 
has nothing to contribute to the conversation. It's so 
frustrating and embarrassing that I want to scream. 
When the two of us are alone, his dialogue is brilliant, 
but in compeny, he clams up. I'm sure some people think 
he's shallow, and others probably think he'o stuck.up, but 
he's not. 
What is wrong with him, Abby? .H.o,w can I get him to 
enter into the conversation when we re in a group? 
UPTIGHT 
DEAR UP: Your friend could be shy. (Many intelligent, 
well.read people are.) Or perhaps he's too well-mannered 
to interrupt others who enjoy dominating the converun. 
tin,n/ , 
Xo,'- ca~ aelp draw him into future conversations by 
asking him some direct questions. Try It. 
DEAR ABBY: How can I get it across to my hairdresser 
that I wish she would keep quiet when she is working on 
DEAR NO: Offer your hM~d~enser a double dp to button 
her lip, end the only words you are likely to hear before e 
long silence will be, "You Just made a deal, lady." 
DEAR ABBY: I am im middlo.a~d woman who hasn't 
been to my gynecologist for six years, With all this talk 
about cancer, I know I should gu, but I re  been puttin~ it 
off because I'm afraid I might have VD. I  had a few 
symptoms six years ego, but they went away. I've noticed 
my eyesight is not ae good as it was, andmy memory 
seems faulty. I read somewhere that VD symptoms usually 
disappear but the disease continues to do its damage, 
I don't wan~ to goto my regular doctor in case I have it. 
rye considered going to a strange doctor .and using a 
phony name, but I hate to go throughl all those 
examinations and ~ive him a whole medical history when I
know I~1 never see him agbin. . • " , 
I just want to find out if I have VD 8o I cab either take 
care of it or forget it. :: 
I've never been intimate with anyone except my. 
husband, but there Is a good chance that he had it and I got 
it from ,~.  What should 1 do? . 
• CONCERNED IN ST, PAUL 
DEAR CONCERNED: Call your Planned Parenthood 
Clinic and make an appointment far a gynecological 
ezannlnation, It will include blood te~lmd urimdyals. No 
phony name 1~ necessary. All thek records are strictly 
confidential. . . 
I ! 
I I I . . . . . . . . .  I l . l ' "  I • -,,"l / ~ ,1  I - - I I  
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You oon odd p iqu lnoy to ~,,s f lavor of a d l ink  
or s sauce with lemon juioi  nr s dash of vlnellar. 
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Yourlndividual 
Horoscope 
Frances Drake 
FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1977 
What kind of day will 
t~morrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
A R ~ '  . Apr. 
Conceotrate o~. i:*personai 
eavanoemant within me 
framework of yo~. ablilt/es. 
Lmrn more ebe~.f yourself, 
your latest olents.~Be alert to 
comtantly changin~trende. 
TAURUS ~'~i'~"~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) - -~  
Reran' to go? This spirit, 
adequately can,relied, can be 
the forerunner of substantial 
gain. Predicate action on 
current needs, quality, 
timeliness. 
O~mm et~ 
(May 22 to June 21) 
Trends mixed. Bring order 
out of uncertainty through 
clear, conetse analysis and like 
aetion~ Bmphesize system and 
optima, 
(June 22 to July 23) ~o~v,.j 
If there Is no guide or 
directive, be careful not to act 
Impulsively on new projects. 
Appraise values Warily. Day 
will be a ohallenge to your 
2, to . )  
Controversy may prove 
mnnoylng, Yet here is where 
your underslndkg, tolerant 
self can shine, Shy nw=y from 
minor issues and trivia and you 
can handle pertinent points 
more easily. 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 e~ 
The most difficult chore may 
bring the most 'rewarding 
returns ff handled weft. Don't 
turn your back, therefore, un 
complex situations. They won't 
go away. 
Lm A 
(Sept, 24 to Oct. 23) 
Circumvent trouble, even If 
you have to take the long way 
around. Some persons could be 
irritating now. Avoid them, 
SCORPIO 
(eel 24 to Nov. 22) 
Don't make decinlonq under 
stress and don't write anything 
you may later regret. Maintain 
your equanimity even if certain 
situations annoy ou. 
8AGITrARIU8 I ~  
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Stellar influences indicate 
some new interests. Make sure 
you are ready for them - hut 
without slighting current 
obligations. Don't let "moods" 
cause misunderstandings. . 
CAPRICORN q~ei: }{ 
(Dec, 22 to Jan. 20) v~ ~"  
Mixed influences. Question 
and investigate where there is 
margin for error. Do not aocept 
suggestions blindly. And do not 
expect more theu is reasonable. 
AQUARIUS ~,~ 
(Jan 21 to Feb, 19) 
A new light thrown upon a 
certain situation should prime 
you for fine advantages in the 
offing. Rouse yourself to work 
for attainment which will 
require more than usual vigor. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
You have considerable 
freedom of movement now. 
Best used, it can help to further 
either personal or creative 
objectives. 
YOU BORN TODAY have 
many and varied talents; may 
accomplish in more than one 
occupation, Your quest for 
knowledge is unceasing and, 
what's more, you not only 
remember ell that you learn, 
but skilllully apply that 
~owledge to situations at the 
"just right" moments and 
places. In business, you could 
become a top-ranking 
executive, but you will probably 
find your greatest satisfaction 
in science, Hterature orthe law. 
In the latter case, politics or 
statesmanship would probably 
become your ultimate destiny. 
On the personal side, you are 
extremely gregarious, generous 
to a fault and deeply st. 
fecUonate -- though not always 
demonstrative. Birthdate of: 
Mary Martin, musical comedy 
s tar .  
GROUP IDENTIFIED- , 
A group of foxes i s  
called a skulk or earth of 
foxes. 
; ) ,~B,  Og lm,  O,~1~ O, l~ ,O. I Im.O~.C ~mB,  Oq l~)  ,~pO,  
"LOOK" 
AS lOW as  S200.00  you can buy a 14' wide 
mobile home. furnished, set up and delivered. 
HURRY!  
Phone Mr. George. collect 434.9175 
) 4ME'  O,IBm, O 4mB.o ,a lD  ¢ ) 41~.  O .~b O4mlB.c )~111~1J  
TRADE IN YOUR 
MOBILE,, 
'FOP TRADE IN AI,I.OWANCES 
GIVEN ON NEW 12", 14" or  
DOUBLE WIDE MOBILE 
HOMES. CALL NOW 
(COLLECT) 434-9175 
I ii 
J 
i 
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World's largest Holiday Inn sits unfinished 
MONTREAL (CP) - - I t  tough time Montreal is 85 per cent of these their money into Mon- about 40 per cent of their minister in the Quebec evident tlaan in the Movers says the volume 
companies were based in treal, total investment, of household and office 
Montreal. He also says Quebec's Marcel Marion, furniture moving from 
During the first six minimum wage of $3.15 director of theMontreal Quebec to Ontario has 
months of 1977, migration an hour-- highest in Urban Community ex- jumped by 70 per cent 
since last year. told a similar story. North America--has pansion office, says a 
Three times more people damaged the city's corn- businessman considering Industrial real estate is 
left Quebec than during petitiveness, especially in an  investment in either faring no better than 
the same period last tourism. But exports will city might decide that residentialproperty, says 
year, Chretien said. get a boost from the Toronto currently offers Root. There is virtually 
no building going on and 
nobody is selling because 
prices arc ridiculously 
low. 
was to be the world's 
largest Holiday Inn, with 
860 rooms, but today the 
unfinished shell sits 
abandoned in the heart of 
downtown. For some 
Montreal businessmen, 
the 38-story building 
symbolizes their own 
problems as Quebec 
enters its second year 
under the Parti 
Quehecois government. 
Work on the $3-million 
project stopped more 
than a year ago after 
Holiday Inn pulled out 
because of soaring 
construction costs. The 
owners, S. B. McLaughlin 
Associates of 
Mississauga, Ont., have 
since been unable to find 
finaneing to complete the 
project. 
A recent report by 
Greenshields Ltd., a 
Montreal investment 
firm, blames this failure 
on the election of the PZ, 
which has "substantially 
altered the prospects for 
a viable hotel project on 
the site." 
McLaughlin's 
problems actually began 
long before the PQ vic- 
tory. When the building 
failed to open on schedule 
before the 1976 Olympics, 
it became evident there 
was little need for 
another hotel in a city 
already oversaturated 
with rooms. 
But the deserted 
project is a symbol of the 
having in attracting 
investment. The im- 
plications for Quevec are 
serious ince much of the 
province's industry and 
nearly 50 per cent of its 
work force are located 
here. 
The value of con- 
s t ruc i ton cont racts  
awarded in Metropolitan 
Montreal dropped 27 per 
cent during the first nine 
months of 1977, while 
Toronto enjoyed a growth 
of 18 per cent. A recent 
Montreal Chamber of 
Commerce report says 
construction represents 
two-thirds of investment 
in Canada. 
Unemployment in 
Montreal has grown 
almost 4.7 times faster 
than in the rest of the 
province during the last 
year and 3.6 times faster 
than the Canadian 
average. 
Reports of buisnesses 
leaving the city continue 
to provide opponents of 
the PQ government with 
ammunition for attacks 
on'its political and social 
policies, although the 
evidence of this apparent 
exodus is often confusing 
and contradictory. 
Federal Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien 
says Quebec has suffered 
a net loss of 186 firms so 
far this year because of 
political uncertainty 
created by the PQ's stand 
on independence. Nealry 
The French-Canadian falling value of the fewer obstacles. 
resident of a large Canadian dollar, he adds, "There are many 
uebec manufacturing tlAS NO ILLUSIONS factors involved in such a 
firm says the PQ is Beauregard says he decis on and I'm not 
"scaring the hell out of has no illusions about the saying the PQ isn't part 
businessmen" with its city's economic slump, of the problem," adds But lower industrial 
economic policies and its but with patented Marion. real estate values are an 
"vendetta against the chamber-of-commerce But he takes issue with obvious plus to any firm 
Engligh language." optimism, he sees a Chretien's dire warnings looking for a place to 
brighter day just around of a mass exodus of locate, says Paul Laurin, 
the corner, businesses from the city director of public 
A $75-million grant because of the separatist relations for the Montreal 
from the federal scare. Urban Community 
department of regional FEW WORKERS economic development 
economic expansion, MOVED office. 
announced in July, will Many of the companies Laurin says he has 
build up secondary in- cited by Chretien were received nearly 700 
dustry inseveral "special personal investment requests for information 
zones" within a 50-mile firms, or "paper corn- this year from people 
interested in locating 
"A lot of us French- 
Canadian businessmen 
are successful because 
we are bilingual and can 
deal wilh the rest of North 
America as well as 
Quebec," the 
executive, wShays doesn't 
want to be identified 
because he fears "they 
(the government) will get 
even with me." 
"We're being run by a 
bunch of teachers and 
professors," he says 
angrily, referring to the 
number of PQ ministers 
with academic 
backgrounds .  "Hov  
many of them have ever 
run a business?" 
Claude Beauregard, 
director of the Montreal 
Chamber of Commerce, 
says investors are 
waiting for the political 
cl imate to settle in 
Quebec before putting 
businesses here. Last 
year at this time, his 
department had received 
only 300 inquiries. 
t ~'~,.n-~. ~ '  '~ L'= ~..-:- 
Taxicabs were introduced 
in London around 1823.  
RCMP could have 
created explosive situation 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  confidential tax infor. 
The RCMP's chief mation between the two 
criminal investigator in federal bodies was for- 
Alberta said Monday that malized as an attack on 
disclosure of a secret organized crime. 
agreement between the Routledge said that the 
force and the income tax agreement was felt to be 
department in the early sosecret by senior RCMP 
1970s could have created personnel that even 
"an explosive political provincial attorneys-gen- 
situation." eral were not informed of 
Chief Supt. J.D. it. 
Routledge told the He said Alberta At- 
b0,y.cr.aR inquiry that the to rney-Genera l  Jim 
possible results could Foster, who is respon- 
have been similar to sible for law enforcement 
"what's going on in in the province, 
Parliament right now. It "probably would need to 
would become quite a know" about the 
political football." agreement but never did 
He was referring to a until it emerged at the 
1972 agreement under inquiry. 
which the exchange of KEPT IN DARK 
Postponed study 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  
Transport Minister Otto 
Lang said Monday he is 
postponing a decision to 
call a royal commission 
into air safety in the 
North until after he has 
studied a report by two 
transport investigators. 
But Lang told the 
Commons the depart- 
ment will be hiring extra 
staff to better enforce air 
safety regulations as a 
result of the report. 
The report charged 
that aviation safety 
across the country, but 
particularly in nor- 
thwestern Ontario, is 
being jeopardized 
because of the transport 
department's failure to 
enforce air safety rules 
adequately. 
The invest igat io r  
called after an air crash 
in which a pilot died, was 
to have looked into air 
safety in northwestern 
Ontario. But Lang said 
the report "may have 
broader implications." 
In responding to op- 
position questions, Lang 
said a department official 
was not acting on 
ministerial instructions 
when he told the inr 
ve~tigators to cut short 
their study by 30 days and 
to conduct the in- 
vestigation openly. 
It has been reported in 
the Toronto Globe and 
Mail that the in- 
vestigators-William 
Slaughter and Andrew 
Carswell-- wanted to 
travel incognito through 
northwestern Ontario 
during their in- 
vestigation. 
Outside the House, 
Lang said about 15 mo.~e 
enforcement officers 
may be needed to bolster 
the present staff of about 
75. 
He also noted that the 
report calls for a "very 
high" standard of safety 
rules and said any breach 
of present regulations 
does not necessarily 
constitute a threat to 
safety. 
Protest against 
apartheid 
WINNIPEG (CP) --  
Dr. Christiaan Barnard, 
a pioneer in heart 
transplant surgery, said 
Sunday he is willing to 
demonstrate against 
apartheid, but not against 
South Africa. 
Speaking at a 
testimonial dinner, Dr. 
Barnard said he has 
family roots going back 
more than three cen- 
turies in South Africa, a 
country he said is "more 
sinned against than sin- 
ning." 
South Africa has only 
enemies in the world, 
said Dr. Barnard, who 
was here to receive the 
1977 in ternat iona l  
medical research award 
of the St. Boniface 
General Hospital. 
During his speech to 
the group of about 2,000, 
Dr. Barnard referred to a 
handful of demon- 
strators, members of the 
Manitoba Anti-Apartheid 
Coalition for Majority 
Rule in Soutl~ern Africa. 
"If they demonstrate 
,against apartheid, then I 
will join them, because I 
certainly don't believe in 
that either. 
"A man like myself, 
who has operated on so 
many people, realizes 
that as soon as you cut 
through the skin, 
everybody is the same. 
The chief superin- 
tendent said he did not 
know why Foster was 
kept in the dark about he 
agreement. 
The inquiry, headed by 
Mr. Justice James 
Layeraft of the Alberta 
Supreme Court, was 
called last spring by 
Foster to look into the 
affairs and activities of 
Royal American Shows, a 
Florida-based midway 
operator. 
The inquiry is also in- 
vestigating whether any 
person committed 
unlawful or wrongful acts 
during a tax-related 
investigation of the 
company. 
Routledge testified that 
"on a verbal basis," top 
municipal police officers 
were informed of the 
existence of the 
agreement during an 
investigation. 
He said the RCMP had 
been trying for some time 
to formalize co-operation 
between the department 
of national revenue and 
the police force in the ex- 
change of information 
potentially damaging to 
organized crime figures. 
FORCE WORRIED 
Routledge said the 
force was worried that if 
an agreement had not 
been reached, national 
revenue officials would 
set up their own in- 
telligence unit. 
This would have 
removed some respon- 
sihlities from the RCMP 
and would have led to 
"another fragmentation" 
or duplication of efforts 
aimedat he same goal. 
He said there are 32 
federal aw enforcement 
units in the United States 
and it has proved to be "a 
disaster" in some cases. 
Routledge said 39 
Albertans are suspected 
of organized crime 
connections--31 involved 
mainly in crime within 
provincial boundaries 
and eight with national or 
internat ional  c r ime 
connections. 
He said drug and 
prostitution rings are 
always highly organized 
and also mentioned book- 
making and stock 
manipulation as ac- 
tivities that would 
warrant a special RCMP 
organized crime file, 
Earlier, the inquiry 
was told by William 
Pritchett, retired di- 
rector of terminal in- 
vestigations for the 
RCMP,  that force offi- 
cials had at one time 
suggested that anyone 
found with $1,000 in his 
pocket be checked for 
possible organized crime 
connections, 
radius of the city, 
Beauregard. 
The grants are ex- 
pected to generate $300 
million in investment 
during the next three 
years; 
Combined with a new 
$30-million provincial tax 
exemption program, the 
hand-outs wi l l  give 
~ ote ntial inv es t( enefits amounting to 
says  panies," says Marion. 
Few employees were 
involved. 
He says only four "real 
businesses" shifted any 
of their activities out of 
the city, including the 
Royal Bank which moved 
one of its departments 
with 125 employees to 
Toronto. 
John Dinsmore, a 
former assistant deputy 
department of industry 
and commerce, says 
there are "a lot of factors 
at work" behind Mon- 
treal's economic ills. but 
they have "'very little to 
do with the "political 
environment." 
"People tend to get into 
moods about places," 
says Dinsmore, who gave 
up his government post 
last June to become chief 
executive officer of Ma- 
rine Industries Ltd.; a 
major Montreal-based 
firm. 
"For a long time, the 
mood was buoyant 
because of things like 
E×po 67 and the Olym- 
pics, despite their 
notoriety," he says. 
"Maybe the mood is off 
right now, but I don't 
think the basics have 
changed." 
CITY CllANGING 
The Toronto-born 
executive, once Quebec's 
highest-ranking English- 
speaking civil servant, 
says Montreal is' "a city 
in revolution," but 
maintains it will weather 
the current storm be- 
cause "Quebec needs a 
commercial metropolis." 
If Montreal is un: 
dergoing a revolution, 
nowhere is it more 
housing market. 
A recent Royal Trust 
survey shows that house 
prices in westend Mon- 
treal, where most of 
Quebec's English- 
speak ing  popu la t  
lives, have fallen by as 
much as 18 per cent in the 
last year. 
At the same time, 
prices in heavily French- 
speaking communities 
such as Sherbrooke have 
risen by as much as 28 
per cent. 
Claude Root, company 
vicepresident of real 
estate, blames the 
depressed market here 
on the number of cor- 
porations moving em- 
ployees out of Montreal. 
Most of the transfers are 
to Toronto. 
The exodus has been 
going on for at least 10 
years, but the election of 
the PQ government 
"acted like a catalyst" 
and the movement has 
accelerated significantly 
since then, he said in a 
telephone interview from 
his Toronto office. 
DIFFICULT TO 
MEASURE 
Although the migration 
is hard to measure, a 
recent report by the 
Canadian Association of 
Changes inassessment law now make it 
possible for property owners to accurately 
recast|re whether they are fairly assessed. 
Your 1978 property Assessment Notice. issued 
by the British Columbia Assessment Authority. 
is in the nlail and will be arriving at your door 
shortly. An information brochure xplaining the 
changes accompanies the notice. 
When they an'ice, please take thne to read both 
carefully... 
Why changes in 
assessment law? 
Assessnlents had become outdated. They had 
become inequitable in terms of their actual value 
relationships. Properties having identical 
market values were assessed atwidely differing 
amounts. This resulted insonle owners paying 
more than their fair share of taxes and others 
less. 
The new law required production ofthe 1978 
assessment roll based on fixed percentages of 
actual value for each class of property. This 
means that the inequities will be removed, and 
that each class of property will be assessed on 
rite sanle basis. In all, it provides a fairer way 
to share the cost of essential local services, 
What will happen to taxes.'/ 
The assessment roll provides the rate base 
used by nlu|licipalities, school boards and other 
local governments to raise the funds necessary 
to provide ssential local services. ' 
The costs of these services determhae the 
overall ,'|mount required to be raised by local 
propc rt~, taxes. 
The purpose of the change in assussnlent law 
is NOT to raise nlore taxes but to provide afairer 
basis upon which to apportion the costs of 
essential local services more equitably between 
property owners. 
Since assessments are,now directly related to 
actual v:due, your assessed values may be higher 
or owe' tm ~ in previous years, An in{crease 
ora  decrease  ill your  assessed  va lues  fronl  those 
in el'k'ct last year does not necessarily mean 
that your property taxes will change significantly. 
Tax notices based on your new assessed values 
will be issued later in 1978. 
Is my 1978 assessment fair? 
As your assessment is now based on a fixed 
percentage of what your property isworth its 
fairness can be nleasured hy actual value 
comparisons. 
The Assessor's e timate ofyou r property's 
actual value (market vah.le) isshown on your 
1978 Assess|nent Notice. 
The fairness of your assessment may be deter- 
mined by conlparing the Assessor's e tiluate of
actual value of your property to your own 
estinmte of its current market value as well as 
by comparing it to the eur|'ent market values 
of propertk's of similar worth. 
The percentage of actual value at which each 
class of property will be assessed is: 
Residential - 15". (includes al)arlilleI1tS, con- 
dominiunls, mobik' homes, etc.), 
Business and Other- 25". (includes conlnler- 
eial. some industrial). 
Industrial. Utilities. Machinery end Equipn|e|lt, 
Forestry-30%. 
The Assessor and his staff will give you ew:ry 
assistance n eessm'y to properly check your 
assessment. 
What appeal do I have.'/ 
Your Assessor is ii|'epared to provide you 
with a detailed explanation f how your assess- 
i11ent WaS deternl  Ined, 
If you arc' dissatisfied wifll the assessment and 
wish an inde ~endent review, a right ofap ~eal is 
available to you. The procedure to conlplain is 
si np e a ld s fully explaineo on the reverse of 
your 1978 Assessment Notice, The deadline for 
any written appeal is January 20,1978. 
The new assessment method is fully ex llained 
in the brochure that wil l  acconlpally the nlai ng 
of your inclividual Assessnlent Notices. 
BRITISH COLUMBI~I~SSESsMENT AUTHORITY 
Look at your 
Assessment Notice... 
it's different 
this year! 
It now shows both 
the actual (market) 
value and the 
assessed value on 
which your 1978 taxes 
will be based. 
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